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DZ-Manager – easy, organized, sexy 
Thank you for choosing DZ-Manager or "dropzone manager", the leading manifesting and drop zone 
management software for the skydiving industry. 
On the following pages you will learn how to use DZ-Manager and why we think it is better than 
everything else on the market. 
If you need training, help or support beyond this document, feel free to contact us as described at 
the beginning of this document. 

I. Introduction – The user interface 
When you start up DZ-Manager, you will be greeted by a screen similar to the following picture. 
Small differences may occur due to your personal settings. 
 

 
 
The main “Admin” user interface1 of DZ-Manager is divided into two parts: 

• the tree on the left side and 

• the list on the right side. 
You can change the size of these two parts by placing the mouse over the separator between them, 
hold down the left mouse button and move the mouse. 
 
The tree displays manifested lifts and their jumpers. Details can be configured on the Tab Misc → 
Gui. 
 
What is displayed in the list depends on which 
Tab is selected above the list: Skydivers, Teams, 
Lifts, Appointments ... 
 
Tip: You can get info about almost anything in  
DZ-Manager, if you put the mouse over an item and leave it there for a few seconds. Then a tooltip 
will show up, giving detailed information.  

                                                           
1 For other user interfaces see the section Interfaces below 
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II. Interacting with the program 
DZ-Manager uses mainly two techniques to let you interact with the data of your lifts and customers: 
Right-clicks and Drag&Drop 

Right-click objects 
First, you can right-click all objects (lifts, groups, slots, skydivers, …) in the tree and the list. This will 
cause a customized content-menu to pop up which allows you to edit specific properties with a few 
mouse clicks. 

 

Drag&Drop objects 
The second technique is to virtually take an object and put it somewhere else. E.g. you take a 
skydiver from the list and put him on an aircraft to start a new lift with him on it. 
 
You do this by clicking the object that you want to place somewhere else with the left mouse button 
and hold the button down. Now move the mouse over the destination and release the button. 
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III. Managing skydivers / bio data 

Managing skydivers mainly takes place on the Skydivers-Tab: here you can search for skydivers, edit 
them, add new ones or delete them2. 

Add new skydivers 
To add a new skydiver you can use one of two buttons on 
the skydiver’s tab: 

• White sheet of paper: this will open the default edit dialog that is 
also used for editing skydivers. Here you can enter all needed 
information. 
To open this dialog you can also use the hotkey Ctrl+F12. 

• Sheet of paper with little star: this opens the Fast-Add-Skydiver 
dialog that can be used to enter new skydivers with very little 
information but very fast. Most drop zones use it to add tandem 
students. The hotkey for this dialog is Ctrl+Shift+F12. 

 
Both dialogs can also be opened using the main DZ-Manager menu at the top left corner of the 
screen or – as mentioned – using hotkeys. 

Edit single skydiver 

Overview 
Make sure the skydiver’s tab is shown, and then search for the skydiver 
to edit: enter the first few letters of his name in the textbox3 and press 
enter. 
 
You can also click the search button (symbol: magnifying glass). The skydiver will now show up in the 
list, eventually with other skydivers that match the entered criteria. 
 
Using the checkboxes and radio buttons to the right you can define by what to search or how to filter 
the search result. 
 

 
Tip: to load all skydivers, click the button displaying two people. 
 
Once you have found the skydiver to edit, 

• right-click him and select “Edit” in the context menu or 

• left-click him and use the Hotkey F5 or 

• double-click him 
 
This will open a dialog where you can enter all kind of information: 

 

                                                           
2 Skydivers can only be deleted if nothing else references to it. E.g. you cannot delete a skydiver if he made at 

least one jump. In that case you can deactivate skydivers, preventing them from showing up in a search. 
3 Hotkey F2: Search for skydiver 
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Property “Skydiver to bill” for skydivers and groupslots 
Each skydiver4 can be assigned to another skydiver5 who pays for new groupslots6. 
 
This is useful if you want to bill one person for all jumps made by his or her relatives. 
 
You configure this in the properties of the beneficiary skydiver on the accounting-tab: 
 

 
 
Example 1: 
If you manifest Skydiver 1, DZ-Manager will debit Skydiver 
2’s account. 
 
Use this feature wisely as you can create “chains” of skydivers to bill. DZ-Manager will warn you but 
will let you proceed if you wish to. 
 
Example 2: 
If you manifest Skydiver 1, DZ-Manager will debit Skydiver 
3’s account. 
 
Once a groupslot is created, you can change the skydiver who is paying for it in the property of the 
groupslot. 

 
 
Note: you cannot configure chains here. If you set Skydiver 1 as the payer, DZ-Manager will ask you 
whom to bill (skydiver 1 or 3). 
 
Remark: if you use the function “Manifest again” of a group or lift, DZ-Manager clones the source 
groupslots. Therefore the account of the payer of the original groupslots will be debited for the 
newly created groupslot. DZ-Manager will not use the default skydiver to bill of the jumper / 
beneficiary. 

                                                           
4 In that case the beneficiary 
5 the payer 
6 When determining the price of a groupslot, DZ-Manager always uses the pricing category of the jumping 

skydiver 

Beneficiary Default Payer 

Skydiver 1 Skydiver 2 

Beneficiary Default Payer 

Skydiver 1 Skydiver 2 

Skydiver 2 Skydiver 3 
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Allowed  /  expire fields for skydivers 
A DZ-Manager database contains 10 fields for each skydiver which hold expire dates. 
 
You configure this in the properties of the skydiver7: 
 

 
 
You can name these fields as you see fit. They are only shown on the property page of a skydiver if 
you set a name for them in the “Basic-Settings”-Dialog8: 
 

 
 
If you leave a caption field empty, the field will be hidden on the property page of a skydiver. Data 
entered in any of the fields of the skydivers will not be affected by changes made here. 
 
At the bottom you can configure coloring to be applied to skydivers if their corresponding allowed 
date is in the future. This way you can highlight special skydivers like club members with a color so 
they are recognized on first glance in the main list. 
 

 

                                                           
7 Right-Click the skydiver in the list and select “Edit” 
8 Menu „Edit“ → Settings → Basic settings; Tab “Global” →Skydiver fields → Allowed 
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Custom text fields 
Much like the allowed fields, a DZ-Manager database contains 10 text fields that you can name and 
use as you see fit. Once configured you can find them on the tab “Address & misc.” of each skydiver. 
 
Configuration is done in the basic settings dialog9 as well: 

 

Manifesting, reports, print waivers, actual slots etc. 
Using the skydiver’s context menu you can also do a lot of other things like 

• Manifesting the skydiver 
See also “Manifesting / Managing lifts” below. 

• Run a report of the jumps done 
Hotkey F7 

• Print filled out waivers or other documents related to a skydiver 
Hotkey F8 

• See all slots of a skydiver on lifts not yet finished 
Hotkey F11 

  

                                                           
9 Menu „Edit“ → Settings → Basic settings; Tab “Global” →Skydiver fields → Custom 
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Bulk-editing a group of skydivers 
If you need to edit the same property for a lot of skydivers at the same time, e.g. 

• configure a new default pricing category or 

• disable skydivers who haven’t jumped in a while 
you can use the special “Bulk edit skydivers” dialog10.Before you use this dialog it is probably a good 
idea to back up your database. Also you can always test you criteria by selecting “Count / write list to 
log” and then review the skydiver11 found before editing them. 
The dialog shown on the right will deactivate all skydivers who 

• have an account balance of 0,- 

• have not jumped since 20.04.2015 

• were not participants of an appointment since 20.04.2015 
The price will not be used as criteria because of the missing selection of the checkbox “use” on the 
right side of the price combo box. 

  

                                                           
10 Menu „Edit“ → Maintenance → Skydiver bulk edit 
11 To open the log, use the menu „DZ-Manager“ → “Show log” – Hotkey Ctrl + L 
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IV. Manage Skydiver’s accounts / money 

Overview 
DZ-Manager manages an account for each skydiver, much like an account with a bank. If a jump is 
manifested, money is debited12 from or credited13 to the account. If a skydiver recharges his account 
online using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools14, the money will be automatically credited 
to his account. Last but not least you can manually debit or credit money. 
 
To view a skydiver’s account and / or book money manually, search for the skydiver 
as described above. Then 

• right-click him and select “Balance / Account” or 

• left-click him and use the Hotkey F6 

• if he is manifested, right-click the slot in the tree and use the “Jumper” sub-
menu 

 
This will open a report form of the selected skydiver’s account. By default only accounting posts of 
the actual quarter are shown. However you can adjust the criteria on the left side to filter the 
account15. 
 

 
 
To manually insert / withdraw money, use 
the field “Amount” to enter the desired 
amount or use one of the Buttons to set an 
amount. At the top you can see the new 
balance this account will have once you 
finish the transaction. 
 
To finish, click the button “Create post”. 
  

                                                           
12 Probably the default case for most jumpers 
13 If you pay your staff per jump, use negative jump prices for staff jumps. This way your staff members get 

money credited for each work jump they do 
14 using a credit card, PayPal or SEPA direct debit 
15 Make sure to click “Generate” or hit F5 after you adjust the criteria to reload post from the database 
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“Undo” or modify a transaction 
For a long time it was not possible to delete or “undo” an accounting post once it was created. The 
simple reason was that you want to be able to track all movements in a skydiver’s account. If you 
created a post by mistake or with the wrong amount, create a second one and enter a meaningful 
remark, e.g. 

-100 - booked 100 USD too much by mistake, Oliver 
This way you and all others at the drop zone will be able to understand what happened. If you or a 
member of staff would delete posts from an account, it would be impossible to track account 
movements afterwards. 
Nevertheless in 2016 a customer needed this feature badly so it was implemented as community 
feature. Therefore from now on16 you can delete and modify accounting posts if you are the Admin-
User. 
To do so right-click the post in a skydiver’s account and select “Delete” or “Edit”. If choosing “Edit” a 
special dialog will open which allows you to change virtually any property of the post. 
 

 
 
Please be aware that deleting and editing is NOT possible for the following kind of posts: 

• Jump-Posts: delete or edit the groupslot instead 

• Appointment-Posts: delete or edit the appointment instead 

• Statement of account – Posts: use the maintenance function “Recalculate SoA-Posts” instead 
 
Also this feature must be enabled via the Global setting dialog: 
Global settings → Accounting → DZ-Manager 
 

 
  

                                                           
16 Starting with version 4.0.3.1194 
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Account limit 
With some drop zones skydivers have to build up credit before they can jump. For this purpose you 
can configure an account limit for each skydiver on his accounting tab. 
 

 
 
If manifesting a skydiver would result in overdrawing the configured limit, DZ-Manager will issue a 
warning. Depending on your security level and configuration, you will not be able to manifest the 
skydiver or override the warning. 
 
To build up credit, book some money into the skydiver’s account 
as described above or allow skydivers to recharge their account 
using a credit card or MagnaCarta money cards. 
 
If you want to use a non-default account limit you can configure 
one for new skydivers in the settings dialog17. 
 

 
 
Note that this will not change the limit of already existing skydivers. To change the default limit of all 
existing skydivers you will need to contact us or do it yourself in the database, e.g. by using a SQL 
query as this one 

UPDATE Skydivers SET AccountLimit=-100; 

 
  

                                                           
17 Menu „Edit“ → Settings → Basic settings; Tab “Global” → Accounting → DZ-Manager → “Default limit” 
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Keep jump and linked post in sync 
In a DZ-Manager database two records exist for each “jump”: 

• the groupslot itself 

• a corresponding post in the account of the payer 
Both records have date fields which are identical when the jump is first manifested. 
 
However when the jump is edited at a later point the accounting post might have its date set to the 
date & time of the change18. The date of the groupslot will remain unchanged in any case. 
 
This was originally implemented to be able to recognize later changes to a jump. However for some 
dropzones this might get in the way with custom reports. 
 
To switch this behavior on or off, use the Global setting dialog: 
Global settings → Accounting → DZ-Manager: Keep jump and linked accounting post in sync 
 

 
 
If you change this setting from off to on after you have already manifested and edited jumps, you can 
use the maintenance function “Sync Jump-Post date” to re-sync all accounting posts to their 
groupslot date. 
 
The function is started via the menu 
Edit → Maintenance → Database → Sync Jump-Post date 

 
  

                                                           
18 Starting with version 4.0.3.1194 - 07/2016 the default setting is to keep both in sync 
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Statement of account (SoA) Posts 
DZ-Manager does not store the actual balance of a skydiver in a dedicated field but calculates it on 
the fly from the account table. To prevent this calculation from going over each post in the whole 
account of a skydiver every time, so called “Statement of account” posts are automatically created at 
the end of each quarter. The calculation of the actual balance only starts at the last19 SoA-Post and 
sums up future posts. 
 
Normal users do not need to take care of those posts as DZ-Manger will take care of creating and 
updating those SoA-Posts. You will still be able to see the posts in the account though: 
 

 
 
However if you use custom free reports or adjust data directly in the database you must be aware of 
the meaning of these posts: 
 

• In custom free reports you normally want to filter out SoA-Posts. Since they can be identified 
by the type-field20, a SQL query like this could be used to show only “normal” posts 
SELECT act.Point, act.Amount, act.Remark FROM Accounting act WHERE Type=0; 

 

• If adjusting data directly in the database future SoA-Posts need to be updated manually. 
 
To recalculate all SoA-Posts of all skydivers you can use the corresponding maintenance function via 
the menu 
Edit → Maintenance → Database → Recalculate SoA-Posts 
 

 
 

  

                                                           
19 = latest /most recent 
20 SoA-Posts have a type value of 1 
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V. Manifesting skydivers, Tandems, AFFs etc. 

How DZ-Manager organizes lifts, groups & groupslots 
Before we dive into manifesting on the next page, let’s have a brief look how DZ-Manager organizes 
lifts and jumps / skydivers. 
 
A lift consists of three different 
levels. 
 
The most parent level and 
element is the lift itself (yellow 
rectangle, symbol: plane). 
 
For a lift you set properties like 

• the pilot 

• jump-master 

• the status, e.g. manifested, 
wheels off 

• statistics, e.g. height, weight, 
efficiency 

The manifest board basically 
follows the same rules as lifts. 
 
Every lift contains at least one 
group of skydivers (green 
rectangle, symbol: two people). 
 
For a group you set properties 
like 

• the height it is going to 

• what the people in it will be 
doing, e.g. RW or Tandem. 

 
A group contains at least one slot 
(blue rectangle, symbol: one 
person). 
 
A slot is assigned to a skydiver. 
You set properties like 

• the price of this jump 

• if the jumper pays himself  

• if he has been checked 
 
The above enumeration of properties isn’t complete though; there are many more options for each 
object you can set and change. On the other hand, if for example you don’t have jumpmasters or 
jumpers pay in advance you can remove the corresponding features from DZ-Manager. 
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Rule of thumb: drag&drop for Fun-Jumper, special dialogs for the rest 
Skydivers can be manifested in various ways and using different interfaces. As a rule of thumb, use 

• Drag&drop for Fun-Jumpers 

• Special wizards for tandems and students 

• POS-Interface and DzM-Chip cards for bigger groups 

• Load-Viewer, POS-Interface and DzM-Chip cards for a dedicated manifest-station21 

“Normal” manifesting via drag&drop 
Make sure the skydiver’s tab is shown, then search for the skydiver to 
manifest: enter the first few letters of his name in the textbox22 and press 
enter. 
 
You can also click the search button (symbol: magnifying glass). The 
skydiver will now show up in the list, possibly with other skydivers that 
match the entered criteria. 
 
Using the checkboxes and radio buttons you can define by what to search or how to filter the search 
result. 
 

 
Tip: to load all skydivers click the button displaying two people. 
 
To manifest a new lift with this skydiver on it, use the above explained technique drag&drop: 
click the skydiver in the list with the left mouse button and hold the button down. Now move the 
mouse over the aircraft in the tree that shall be used for the lift (drag the skydiver) and release the 
mouse button (drop the skydiver). 
 

 
 
DZ-Manager will now automatically open up a new lift and a  
new group on it, containing the dropped skydiver. 
 
If you click the + in front of the lift details, you will see the 
picture on the right. 
 
Here you get all the info about a lift that you need to know,  
e.g. the weight of the lift, the number of skydivers or the 
money you earn with it. 
 
Using drag&drop, you can move skydivers between groups and lifts as well: just “take” a group from 
one lift and “put it” onto another one. Last but not least you can delete lifts, groups and slots by 
moving them to the recycle bin. 
 
  

                                                           
21 Manifesting lots of skydivers fast, but only few adding / editing 
22 Hotkey F2: Search for skydiver 
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“Manifest new skydiver”-wizard 
Another way of manifesting skydivers is to use the manifesting 
wizard. You can find this wizard in the DZ-Manager-Menu at the 
top left corner of the screen. Alternatively you can press the 
hotkey Ctrl + N. 
 
A screen will open where you can 
search for the skydiver to manifest. 
 
Enter his surname and  click the 
magnifying glass to the right of the 
textfield. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adjust the settings on the next 
screen as you see fit and press 
“Finish” to create a new groupslot 
for this skydiver on the manifest 
board 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The new groupslot will be put on 
the selected lift or the manifest 
board, depending on your settings 
and choice. The manifest board can 
be found at the top of the tree and the lift-list. 
 
 
 
 
 

You maybe have to enable the manifest board on the Tab 
Misc → Others 
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“Manifest tandem”-wizard 
To manifest a tandem jump you should use the specialized wizard that 
can be found in the DZ-Manager-Menu at the top left corner of the 
screen: “Manifest tandem”. Alternatively you can press the hotkeys  
Ctrl + T. 
Last but not least you can right-click a skydiver and select “Tandem” at the bottom of the context 
menu.23 
 
This wizard lets you manifest a tandem with a couple of mouse-clicks in a way that the student is 
charged for all additions and the staff gets its salary. 
 

 
 
If you are using DzM-Chip cards, you even need less mouse-clicks: 

• Open the “Manifest tandem” dialog24 

• Scan the card of the tandem instructor 

• Scan the card of the camera flyer if one is jumping with the tandem 

• Select the student from the drop down list25 and press OK 
 
The key to this wizard is a good configuration. Adjust the default settings26 for a tandem jump to your 
needs and you will never want to manifest a tandem in a different way. 
 

 

                                                           
23 This item will only be shown if the skydiver owns the needed certification to do tandems 
24 Hotkey Ctrl+T  or  Menu „DZ-Manager“ → „Manifest tandem“ 
25 If you are using dummy pax skydivers: you can configure default students for each skydiver / staff member in 

the staff section of a skydiver 
26 Menu „Edit“ → Settings → Basic settings; Tab “Global” → Wizards → Tandem 
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“Manifest student (AFF)” & “Manifest WARP / Coach”-wizard 
To manifest a student jump like AFF you should – like with tandems – 
use the specialized wizard. It can be found in the DZ-Manager-Menu at 
the top left corner of the screen: “Manifest tandem”. Alternatively you 
can press the hotkeys Ctrl + S or use the skydiver’s context menu after a 
right-click. 
 

 
 
The “Manifest WARP / Coach” jump wizard works the same way as the AFF-
Student wizard but can be configured differently regarding prices, colorings 
etc. 

Skydiver’s context menu 
Furthermore you can right-click a skydiver  
in the list and select one of the “Manifest” options 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This will open one of the above described 
manifest wizards for this skydiver. 
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New / empty lifts 
Opening up new empty lifts in advance has several advantages: 

• It helps you plan your loads when looking at the tree and the load-viewer 

• If you are using load-viewers, you can signal skydivers that you are ready to fly 

• If you are offering self-manifesting, skydivers can organize themselves into loads27. 

• If you are using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools, skydivers can view loads online and / or manifest 
online28 

 
Depending on your settings, information like pilot and / or remark can automatically be copied from 
the previous lift. 
 
You can manifest empty lifts in different ways: 

Menu “DZ-Manager”  
You can use the DZ-Manager menu to manifest empty lifts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you like hotkeys, use Ctrl+E. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Right-Click aircraft 
You can also right-click an aircraft in the tree or list and select “Manifest empty lifts” to open up new 
lifts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

                                                           
27 This can relieve manifest of 95% of the work related to fun-jumpers 
28 Depending on your online settings 
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Reserve / Block slots 
You can block seats in lifts. This is especially useful if you allow Skydivers to manifest themselves via 
the Manifest board. Since they cannot use reserved slots you can make sure that you have enough 
space for your tandems and your fun jumpers don’t get in your way. However it is also useful to 
reserve space on a lift for a group that has not figured out the names of the jumpers yet. 

Reserve slots 
To reserve or block slots on a lift, simply right-click 
the lift or an existing group of reserved slots, then 
select “Manifest” → “Reserve slots.” 

Release (free) or take (use) blocked lots 
Reserved slots can be “taken over” by real slots or 
“given free” in a number of ways: 

Manifest-Tandem- / -Student-Dialog 
The Manifest-Tandem- and Manifest-
Student-Dialogs include a checkbox 
„Use reserved slots”. If this option is 
selected and the lift contains blocked 
slots, DZ-Manager will first take 
reserved seats before using free slots. 

Right-Click / Context menu 
To release / free blocked slots, you can use the same way as when reserving 
them: right-click the lift or an existing group of reserved slots, then select 
“Release” 

Drag&Drop 
Also you can take free slots using drag&drop: 

• Skydivers can be dropped from the list onto a reserved slot or group. This will create a new 
groupslot for that skydiver using his default settings and will remove one reserved slot. 

• Groupslots can be dropped within the tree. This will remove one reserved slot. 

• Groups can be dropped within the tree. This will remove as many reserved slots as the group 
has jumpers in. 

Changing the status of a lift to wheels off or higher 
Depending on your settings, reserved slots will be removed automatically once a lift has taken off. 

Configuration 
Enabling reserved slots as well as configuring the different aspects is done via the Basic settings 
dialog on tab “Local settings” → Misc → “Reserved slots” 
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DzM-Cards 
DzM-Card is a generic term for devices that can be used to identify skydivers. 
A DzM-Card can be: 

• a RFID-Tag with some info written to it by DZ-Manager - DzMr-Card 

• a ChipCard with some info written to it by DZ-Manager - DzMc-Card 

• any combination of the listed possibilities above 
 
When DZ-Manager recognizes a DzM-Card29 it will 
display a window like the one on the right, 
offering different options related to the owner of 
the card: 

• Manifest 

• Edit 

• Print stuff 

• Accounting 

• Set status 
 
To manifest a skydiver choose one of the 
“Manifest new jump” options and press “Ok”. 
 
You can check out this feature even if you have no 
device connected to your PC that can read DzM-
Cards. Just click right on a skydiver in the list and 
select “Simulate DzM-Card”30 
 
 
DzM-Cards offer a lot of advantages; be sure to 

read the detailed section about “DzM-Chipcards” below. 

Change skydiver / jumper 
To change / replace an already manifested jumper, right-click the groupslot / 
jump and select “Change skydiver / jumper”. 
This function will just replace the skydiver / jumper as well as the payer, but 
will keep the groupslot settings like price, characteristic etc. 
 
 
  

                                                           
29 e.g. you scanned a RFID-Chip card 
30 Hotkey F9 
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POS- or Kiosk-interface / Self-Manifesting mode 
DZ-Manager includes a virtual Manifest / Clipboard 
optimized for touch interfaces. It can be used for self-
manifesting where skydivers manifest on a touch-screen. 
But it can also be very useful when manifesting more than 
2 fun-jumpers in a hurry31 by your staff. 
Self-Manifesting / POS- or Kiosk-Mode comes with DZ-
Manager at no extra costs. 
 
To manifest this way as admin 

• Switch to POS-Mode32 

• Scan the DzM-Cards of all skydivers 

• Select lift 

• Select Altitude 

• Switch back to Admin-Interface33 or the Load-Viewer-
Interface34 

 
Using this way for manifesting a group of skydivers, you 
will save a lot of time and also will be able to make use of 
touch screens. 
 
 
 
You can check out this feature even if you have no card 
reader / device that can read DzM-Cards. 
For this you need to configure skydiver’s IDs to use when 
the “Simulate DzM-Card” button is pressed. The button 
will be visible at the lower right corner in POS-Mode once 
you configured it in the basic settings dialog35. 
 

 
  

                                                           
31 Use Ctrl+B to switch to POS-Mode, scan DzM-Chip cards, then switch back with Ctrl+A 
32 Menu „Security“ → „Manifestboard / Kiosk“ → Switch to  or  Hotkey Ctrl+B 
33 Hotkey Ctrl+A 
34 Hotkey Ctrl+M 
35 35 Menu „Edit“ → Settings → Basic settings; Tab “Local  settings” → Manifestboard → Appearance 
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Using the Load-Viewer for manifesting 
The Load-Viewer can also be used to manifest and delete groupslots as well as move them between 
lifts. Using this function comes very close to a huge real-world clipboard that some drop zones use to 
organize lifts:  

• Instead of a big board you will have a screen showing the load-list 

• Instead of moving around cards with the name of jumpers you will 
be using the mouse or a touchscreen to move groups in real-time 

• Instead of temporarily removing cards from the board you move 
groups to the manifest board for later re-manifesting 
 

Enabling the editable Load-Viewer 
To prevent skydivers from using a load-list to change lifts or staff to do so by accident, this feature 
has to be enabled. You can do so in the basic settings dialog36 on the tab Local settings → Monitor-
View → Overall appearance → “Allow editing lifts via drag&drop / context menu”. 
 

 
 
Also you should activate “Group jumpers by groups” on the Groupslots / jumpers tab. 
 
You also need to set the security level of the load-viewer interface to ‘Manifester’ or higher for this 
to make sense. You can do so in the menu “Security / Interface” → “Security for actual interface” or 
by using the hotkey Ctrl+Shift+I. 
 

 

Restrictions 
This way of manifesting is certainly not a full replacement for the admin-interface, which is still 
needed for things like adding new skydivers or running reports. 
But you can think of it as a very helpful addition to the admin-interface that can be used in two ways: 

• Use two screens, one showing the editable load-list, the other showing the normal admin-
interface 

• Switch between the two modes as needed, preferable using hotkeys37 or via the security menu. 
  

                                                           
36 Menu „Edit“ → „Settings“ → „Basic settings“ 
37 Monitor / Load-Viewer: Ctrl+M  -  Admin-Interface: Ctrl+A 
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Manifesting on the Load-Viewer 

Drag&Drop 
If this feature is enabled, you can move groups between lifts using drag&drop the same way as you 
do on the admin interface in the tree. Just take one jumper of the group and drop him onto a 
different load to move the whole group. 
 

     

Contextmenu 
You can also right-click anywhere in the list to open a context menu with all available options. 
 

 
 
Depending on your settings, this menu will have normal sized items for use with a mouse or big items 
for use with your fingers on a touch screen. 

Hotkeys 
Last but not least you can use the normal DZ-Manager hotkeys that are also printed in the context 
menu: 

• Ctrl+N: Manifest skydiver / new slot 

• Ctrl+S: Manifest Student / AFF 

• Ctrl+T: Manifest Tandem 

• Ctrl+E: Manifest empty lifts 

• Ctrl+Shift+T: Manifest Team 

• Del: Delete selected group 

• F5: Edit groupslot / jump 
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Fast-Combo: Load-Viewer, POS-Interface and DzM-Chip cards 
Purpose: Manifest lots of skydivers in a short time 
Main interfaces: Load-Viewer & Pos 
User: Staff 
Special hardware: Touchscreen-PC 

Manifest a tandem 
• Click / touch the destination lift 

• Click / touch the tandem button in the touch-tool-bar at the bottom or use Hotkey Ctrl+T 

• Scan DzM-Card of the tandem instructor 

• Scan DzM-Card of the video flyer if one is jumping with 

• Select the student from the dropdown list if not using instructor linked dummy pax skydivers 

• Click / touch “OK” or hit “Enter” 

Manifest a fun-jumpers 
• Hit Ctrl+B to switch to POS-Mode 

• Scan DzM-Cards of jumpers 

• Select lift and height 

• Click / touch “OK” 

• Hit Ctrl+M to switch back to the Load-Viewer or click / touch “Exit”38 

Hotkeys of the Load-Viewer-Interface 
Last but not least you can use the normal DZ-Manager hotkeys that are also printed in the context 
menu: 

• Ctrl+N: Manifest skydiver / new slot 

• Ctrl+S: Manifest Student / AFF 

• Ctrl+T: Manifest Tandem 

• Ctrl+E: Manifest empty lifts 

• Ctrl+Shift+T: Manifest Team 

• Del: Delete selected group 

• F5: Edit groupslot / jump 
  

                                                           
38 Exit-Button might needs to be configured to exit to Load-Viewer first 
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Manifesting in the past / review old lifts 
If you want to review data from the past, read-only 
reports are normally the tools to use. You can find them 
in the menu “DZ-Manager” → Reports. 

Configure date to edit 
However, if you want to change lifts or jumps in the past 
you need to configure DZ-Manager to display the desired 
day in the main interface. 
 
You configure the date window to be used on the tab 
Misc → Database by selecting the date from the date 
control next to “A certain day”. 
 
Now DZ-Manager will display the selected day in the tree 
and list as if it were the actual day. You can add, edit and 
delete any object the same way as you do during normal 
manifesting operation. Do not forget to switch back to “Live” or “All lifts of today” after you finished 
editing the data! 
 
However, if adding new lifts or groupslots / jumps, be sure to understand the dates DZ-Manager will 
use: 

Adding new groupslots / jumps 
When manifesting new groupslots / jumps there are two date values that are automatically set every 
time: 
1) Date “Manifested” of the groupslot / jump: this will always be set to the same day as the 

manifested date of the parent lift. So, if you add a groupslot to an old lift, the jump will be 
manifested on that same day - you are indeed manifesting in the past. 
Therefore, the groupslot will show up in the corresponding report (F7) with the past date. 

2) Date “Point” of the corresponding accounting post: depending of your setting “Keep jump and 
linked post in sync”39 this will 

• be the same as that of the groupslot40 

• always be the actual day and time because that is the point when the post was created. In 
this case the accounting post will probably show up with a different date in the 
corresponding report (F6). 

Adding lifts 
Which date is used for “Manifested” depends on your 
settings: 
1) The one configured as date window to display41, 

see above 
2) The actual day - in this case you might need to adjust the “Manifested” date by hand. To do so, 

right-click the lift and choose “Edit”, then change the date on the tab “Status / Times”. 
Be sure to change this date before you manifest skydivers because changing the lift date will not 
adjust the date of groupslots automatically. 

  
                                                           
39 see section “Manage Skydiver’s accounts / money” above for more info 
40 Keep jump and linked post in sync = Yes, default setting starting with 4.0.3.1194 - 07/2016 
41 Use date of configured data window for new lifts = Yes, default setting starting with 4.0.3.1326 - 01/2021 
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VI. Managing lifts / setting statuses 

Every lift has one of the following statuses: 
 

Status Meaning Symbol 

Manifested The lift has been manifested 
  

Flightline-call The Flightline-call / Boarding-Call has been issued 
  

 Flightline - ready Same as above, but everyone is ready to go. All skydivers wait 
at the flight-line or are boarding the plane right now 

  

Wheels off The plane is climbing to altitude 
  

Dispatched The plane is coming down 
  

Landed, not returned42 The plane has landed, but not all skydivers have returned to 
the DZ yet 

  

 Landed All skydivers are back, nobody has to worry about this lift any 
more 

  

 
Depending on your settings, some of these statuses will change automatically into others as time 
emerges. 
 
The actual status depends on  
the actual time in relation to  
the key-times you set for your 
lift. 
 
Key-times you can set are 

• Manifested43 

• Flightline-call 

• Wheels off 

• Dispatched 

• Landed 
 
 
If you look at the following flight plan of a lift, you can see its “lifespan”. The start of each status-
section is defined by those key-times:   

                                                           
42 Only available if DZ-Manager is configured to warn about slot statuses 
43 You won’t use that property very often, it’s for administration purpose. In fact, depending on your settings, 

you might not even see it in the tree. However you can still set this property using the context menu (right-click 

on a lift) 
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Setting a status-time 
To set a status-time 

1. right-click the lift 
2. select “Set Status / Time” 
3. click the status time you want to set 

 

 
 
To “close” a lift, just set its status time “Landed” to a time in the past. 
 
Example: You want to schedule the Flightline-call of your lift for 11:30. You do this by setting the 
corresponding property of the lift. The status of your lift will then be “Manifested” before 11:30. 
After 11:30 it will be “Flightline-call” until you tell DZ-Manger that it started (and becomes the status 
“Wheels off”). 
 
The two statuses 

• FlightLineReady 

• Landed 
are special. They only occur, if certain problems have been solved. Which problems that are, e.g. not 
all skydivers have returned to the DZ, depend on your personal settings. 
 
As mentioned above, automatic changes of statuses take place, depending on your settings. DZ-
Manager can be run in two “modes”: “Manual mode” and “Automatic mode” 

Manual mode 
In this mode you have to explicitly set certain key-times before the status of a lift changes. 
 
Example: a lift will not turn from “Flightline-call” to “Wheels off”, until you set the latter property to 
a time in the past. 
 
To achieve this, DZ-Manager uses additional “time has been confirmed”-flags for three key-times: 

• WheelsOff_Confirmed 

• Dispatched_Confirmed 

• Landed_Confirmed 
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If a key-time is not confirmed, it will not be used when determining the (real) 
actual status. It is however used when determining the “Next status approximately”. 
DZ-Manager recognizes by itself, if a time you enter for a status is an estimated or a confirmed time. 
If you set a key-time in the future, DZ-Manager assumes that this is a rough guess of you and clears 
the confirmed-flag. If you set a key-time in the past, DZ-Manager takes this as a confirmed time. 
 
Example: You set the WheelsOff-time of a lift to now + 10 minutes. DZ-Manager considers this to be 
an estimated time because it’s in the future. The status of the lift stays on Flightline-call forever, no 
matter if the time has passed or is still in the future. However, in the first case, the “Next status 
approximately” - entry in the Lift-List will show “X minutes till wheels off”. In the second case, it will 
show “X minutes late for wheels off”. So, the status of the lift must be put on next status manually to 
proceed.  
 

 
 
A time that has been confirmed is marked by a (c) in the tree, not confirmed times are marked by an 
(e) for estimated: 
 

 
 
By editing a lift44 you can also set the confirmed flag manually: 
 

 

                                                           
44 Right-click a lift and select “Edit”- Hotkey F5 
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Automatic mode 
To make DZ-Manager automatically 
confirm some or all of the times as 
they pass you can use the so called 
“Automatic mode”. This mode needs 
to be enabled in the basic settings 
dialog first45. 
 
 
Once enabled you can configure which times shall be 
confirmed automatically on the tab Misc → Others. 
 
Now DZ-Manager will automatically confirm the 
configured key-times once they pass. This will result 
in a “real-time” effect, letting lifts take off, dispatch 
and land without any input from your site. 
 
Example: a lift will turn from “Wheels off” to 
“Dispatched”, once the latter time passed. 
 
This is the easiest way of using DZ-Manager since the software does a lot of your work. But of course 
this will never provide you with a 100 % accurate view of your drop zone. DZ-Manager cannot take 
into account if a lift takes longer to climb to the top because of bad winds or that a plane has to shut 
down for refuel. 
 
Most drop zones using automatic mode let DZ-Manager auto-confirm 

• dispatched 

• landed 
but set “Wheels off” manually. This way you still control when a lift takes off, then DZ-Manager will 
display and change the following statuses on its own. 
 
For this mode to work properly it is very important that you set some properties of your aircrafts 
with special care: 

• Seconds to climb 1000 height units 

• Seconds to descent 1000 height units 

• Seconds per run-in 

• Groups per run-in 
 
When you start using DZ-Manager we strongly advise you measure those times for each single plane 
using a stop watch during a normal day of operating and then use average values. It is well worth to 
invest some work here, as the software will give you much more accurate values after that. 

Auto-Calculation of following lifts 
DZ-Manager can also re-calculate status times of all following lifts of the same aircraft as soon as the 
status of a lift is changed manually46. 

  

                                                           
45 Menu „Edit“ → Settings → Basic settings; Tab “Local settings” → Misc. → Behavior → “Allow auto-

confirming lift status times” 
46 Tab Misc → Others: „Automatic calculation of following loads“ 
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VII. Call it a day – function 
Usually at the end of a jumping day there are a number of actions to perform like cleaning up and 
generate some reports. 
 
This is where the “Call it a day” function becomes interesting. 
 

 
 
By default it will delete all lifts that have not taken off including manifested groupslots / jumps. This 
relieves you from deleting each lift manually in case not all could make it into the air. 
 
In addition you can also have your own function(s) to be included here, e.g. 

• automatically create / print your end-of-day report(s) 

• refund certain kind of payments, e.g. tandem passengers upfront payments 

• backup your database 

• run an external script 
 
This way, especially when used with custom reports, you can reduce the end-of-day - work to 
pressing a single button. DZ-Manager will do all the rest for you - except counting the money in your 
cashier. 
 
Custom functions are implemented on customers request and are charged as support. Please contact 
us with your requirements and we will provide you with a non-binding offer how much 
implementation would be. 
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VIII. Reports – crunch your numbers afterwards 
If you want to review your numbers / data from the past, read-only reports are normally the tools to 
use. You can find them in the menu “DZ-Manager” → Reports. 
 

 
 
DZ-Manager comes with several built-in reports; most of them show data of a certain kind / object 

• Accounts 

• Appointments 

• Groupslots / jumps 

• Lifts 

• Skydivers 
 
Also there are two special reports 

• Overview / Summary: a breakdown of the most important numbers 

 
• Free report: those use plain sql queries to gather the desired data. This allows creating and 

storing 100% custom reports directly in DZ-Manager. 
 
Last but not least custom reports can be implemented on request. Contact us for your own, lightning 
fast, special report that crunches all numbers exactly the way you want it. You also get your own 
entry in the reports menu as well as the option to export the report to Excel or PDF47.  

                                                           
47 Export to Excel and PDF needs MS Office 
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Accounts 
Reports relating accounting and cash 
bookings can be created here.  
The report to be generated can be 
specified according to your needs.   
The requested contents could be e.g. 
one particular skydiver, period to be 
reported by "Date start" / "Date 
end", source from which the money 
comes, you can group your view 
mode, etc.  
 
 

Appointments   
Reports displaying information about 
appointments can be created.  
Before it is generated, the data to be 
reported can be specified precisely. 
You can generate an appointments 
report either for all appointments or 
for one individual skydiver, select by 
date or period, select by work to be 
done etc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Groupslots / jumps  
Skydiver's answers can be satisfied easily with 
the report "Groupslots / jumps". For example, 
you can create a report especially to answer 
the question: how many camera jumps did I 
do from 01.04.2016 to 30.04.2016 with the 
Team "Crazy jumpers"? The requested 
information you want to see in the report can 
be preselected as shown on the right side.  
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Lifts  
There is a reporting option for lifts as well. You can either create a report for all pilots, for one 
particular pilot, group by date, by aircraft and choose your preferred view-mode and specify your 
reported contents.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Skydivers  
It is very handy to manage skydiver's matters with the report "Skydivers".  
You can make settings as you see fit. For example request to search the database for all skydivers 
who are flying Camera, create their pain files (PAyment INitation file) to prepare payment 
settlements and much more.  
 

 

Free reports 
Free reports execute custom written sql queries, providing unrestricted access to all your data. 
Contact us for more information or a custom report query designed especially for your dropzone. 

Custom reports 
Last but not least you can have your custom report(s) implemented as part of the DZ-Manager 
application. This offers several advantages compared to non-custom reports 

• Custom overviews can be created, e.g. all payments of certain kinds to help keeping track of 
your cashier 

• Multiple reports can be created with a single click 

• Reports can be optimized for speed 

• The result can be exported to files like Word, Excel or PDF 
 
Using custom reports, the end of day / month work can be reduced to clicking a button and counting 
your money. 
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IX. Print-Outs / Export 

DZ-Manager can export / print data of 

• Appointments, e.g. invoices and vouchers for booked jumps 

• Groupslots, e.g. tandem jump certificates, logbook pages etc. 

• Lifts, e.g. load-lists 

• Reports 

• Skydivers, e.g. Waivers, direct debit authorizations etc. 
When doing so, DZ-Manager uses templates, enabling to customize the result as you see fit. 
 
If you don’t worry about the layout use one of the templates that come with DZ-Manager. 
Of course you can create and design your own templates, see sections "Template files" and "Create 
your own templates".  
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Print / Export data 
To export / print out a lift, simply right-click it 
and select “Print Manifest”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The same way you can export / print data of 
other objects like appointments, groupslots and skydivers: right-click the object in the list or tree, 
then select “Print” 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Appointments: Vouchers, Confirmations and combos of those 
Printing / exporting information about appointments is a little special because you might be dealing 
with two different persons: 

• the booking person: the one actually booking the appointment or buying the gift voucher. 
For this person you want to print a booking confirmation or an invoice 

• the jumper: the one jumping, e.g. the recipient of the gift voucher 
For this person you want to print a voucher or gift card 

The main difference between the two is how skydiver wildcards in the template are parsed. E.g. the 
placeholder {SKYDIVER_LASTNAME} is filled with the name of the booking person in the first case but 
with the one of the jumper in the second case. 
 
On top of that there are two more options which let you print / export a combination of both: 
 

 
 
Using this option you can create 

• a booking confirmation, listing all booked appointments 

• one voucher for each appointment  
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Direct printing 
If using MS Word, a document can also be printed directly without opening a visible instance of MS 
Word first. Depending on your configuration this is done by default or manually if the user holds 
down the shift-key when selecting the template. 
 
Direct printing is configured via the basic settings dialog48: 

 
 
By specifying different paper bins for different objects you can print some things on white paper, e.g. 
booking confirmations. Others can be printed on fancy looking paper, e.g. gift vouchers or tandem 
jump certificates. 
 
Direct printing is also a very nice feature in combination with default templates: with one click / 
hotkey you can print 

• jump certifications for all tandem students on a lift 

 
 

• a set of booking confirmation and gift vouchers 

 
  

                                                           
48 Local settings → Printing → Local 
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Remote printing skydiver data (Waivers / tandem contract for 
carriage) 
DZ-Manager can be configured to remotely direct-print Word documents for skydivers added and / 
or edited by another workstation49. The printing is done in the background so the started program 
can be used as normal by the staff. 
 

 
 
This is often used if skydivers / tandem passengers add themselves using the DZ-Manager Online-
Tools50. Once the person finishes entering his or her data, the waiver matching the kind of jumper 
and language is automatically printed and can be signed. 
 

 
 
Such a remote-printing-job can be done by any DZ-Manager instance on the network but some are 
better suited than others. For example 

• the instance should always be running while the dropzone is operating 

• depending on the speed of the PC DZ-Manager might seem to hang for a second or two 
For both reasons on most dropzones the load-viewer instance is used for remote-printing.  

                                                           
49 Local settings → Printing → Remote 
50 For that dropzones can use a couple of cheap PCs with a web browser; they do not need a DZ-Manager license 
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Templates 
When opening the print / export dialog, DZ-Manager searches the configured template folder for 
files with the extensions 

• *.html and *.htm 

• *.txt 

• *.csv 

• *.xml 

• *.doc, *.dot, *.docx and *.dotx51 
 
All files found will be displayed on the preview form, which is presented to the user when he creates 
a report or printout. If a jpg picture (200x200 pixels) with the same name exists52, this will be 
displayed; otherwise you will see a neutral picture. 
 
When the user selects a template either by clicking its picture or by selecting its number, it is parsed 
and saved in the parent folder of the corresponding template folder. DZ-Manager then calls the 
default application for these file type to open the new file53. 

Create your own templates 
A template can be any file with wildcards and constants in it. These wildcards / constants will be 
replaced by DZ-Manager when parsing the template. The rest of the template will not be affected by 
the parsing. 
 
Here is a very short manifest-template, written in html: 
<html> 
<body> 
{GROUPSLOT_JUMPMASTERSIGN= <sup>JM</sup>} 
{GROUPSLOT_BGCOLORGROUP1=white} 
{GROUPSLOT_BGCOLORGROUP2=silver} 
Manifest for Lift <u>"{LIFT_NAME}"</u> 
<br> 
<table border=1> 
<tr bgcolor="gray"> 
<th>Name</th><th>Height</th><th>Work</th><th>Checked</th><th>Remark</th> 
{GROUPSLOTS_START} 
<tr bgcolor={GROUPSLOT_BGCOLORGROUP}> 
<td>{GROUPSLOT_NAME}</td> 
<td>{GROUPSLOT_HEIGHT}</td> 
<td>{GROUPSLOT_WORK}</td> 
<td>{GROUPSLOT_CHECKED}</td> 
<td>{GROUPSLOT_REMARK}</td> 
</tr> 
{GROUPSLOTS_END} 
</table> 
</body></html> 

 
For the full list of all wildcards and constants as well as for support send an eMail to 
info@dz-manager.com 
 
  

                                                           
51 Only if MS Word 2003 or higher is installed on the PC 
52 If the template is named “template_01.csv”, the picture must be named “template_01.jpg” 
53 Depending on the file type and the Windows settings your web browser, MS Word, MS Excel etc. 

mailto:info@dz-manager.com
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Location on hard disk / default templates 
Templates are saved in different folders, depending on the object to be printed / exported. To open 
such a folder, use the menu “DZ-Manager” → “Open folder” → [Kind, e.g. Skydivers], then go to the 
subfolder “Templates”. 
 
The location of these folders as well as default templates for some objects can be configured in the 
settings dialog “Local settings” → Templates. 
 

 

Template caption in dialog / filename prefix and report type restriction 
The name displayed on the template selection dialog as well as a prefix for the destination file and a 
restriction to certain reports54 can be configured using a configuration file55. 
 
Such a configuration file might look like this 
[template] 

PrefixDestFilename= 

Caption=Waiver (default) 

Handling=all56 

  

                                                           
54 The latter two options are only available for report templates 
55 If the template is named “template_01.csv”, the configuration file must be named “template_01.ini” 
56 Possible values are: all, report-at, report-apt, report-gs, report-sd, report-free 
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Automatic localization of skydiver’s template 
In case of skydiver’s data being printed / exported, DZ-Manager will try to find a template matching 
the default language configured for the skydiver. 
Both the language of the skydiver as well as that of the template must be configured as IETF 
language tag57. 
A skydiver’s default language is either configured by hand58 or is set automatically if the skydiver 
enters himself into the system using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools. In the latter case, the default 
language will be set to the one the skydiver chooses as language of the Online-Tools by clicking a 
little flag icon. 
 
A template’s language is configured by adding its tag as last part of the name before the file 
extension. So if the selected template’s name is 
Template_01.dot 

its general German translation must be named 
Template_01.de.dot 

while its Swiss-German translation must be named 
Template_01.de-ch.dot 

 
Language selection will be done by first searching for an exact matching language for the skydiver. If 
none is found the general language will be used if a template exists. As a last fallback the template 
without configured language will be used. 
 
The following table illustrates which of the above templates would be used for different skydivers: 
 
Skydiver’s default language Template used  
de-ch Template_01.de-ch.dot 
de-de Template_01.de.dot 
en-us Template_01.dot 
 
If this feature is used together with “Remote printing”, waivers are automatically printed in the right 
language for skydivers who add themselves using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools. 

  

                                                           
57 E.g. en-us or de-de 
58 Right click skydiver → Edit; tab “Bio-Data”, field “Language (iso)” 
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X. Configure prices of jumps and items – Pricing categories 

In DZ-Manager costs of jumps and accounting items are configured using Pricing categories. You can 
find them on the tab Master data → Pricing categories: 

 
You can add them one at a time59 or a whole set at once60. 

Introduction 
For each pricing category a lot of things can be configured. However the only mandatory settings are 

• Name 

• Height / Altitude 

• Price; the price can be positive or 
negative - use negative prices for staff 
salary 

 
Name and Height have some special 
characteristics that you need to be aware 
of: 

• There can only be one pricing 
category with the same name and 
height; these two fields form a unique 
index 

• The name has a grouping function 
when it comes to different heights. If 
a skydiver is manifested using a 
certain pricing category and the 
height of the jumps is changed 
afterwards, DZ-Manager will use the 
pricing category with the same name but the new height (if such one exists) 

• The height also configures possible exit altitudes in DZ-Manager: as long as there is one active 
pricing category for a certain height, you can configure groups to jump from it 

Kind of a pricing category 
Pricing categories can be of two kinds: 

• Jump price: the pricing categories will be available as price of groupslots / jumps 

• Accounting-price: the pricing categories will be available as template on the accounting sheet 
when working with skydiver’s accounts. This gives the option to configure items like goggles, 
boogie fees or other items allowing the configuration of a mini-shop 

Payment source 
To be able to run detailed reports you might want to link a payment source to a price.  

                                                           
59 Button “White sheet of paper” 
60 Button “Wizard-Wand” 
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Price additions 
Price additions allow you to link up to six “child” prices to a 
main price. The linked prices can then be selected as an 
addition to the main price when manifesting a jump. 
This is often used to charge additional fees like video / stills 
for tandems or gear rent for fun jumpers with a single click. 
 
To link a price addition, edit the main price and select the appropriate child price by clicking the little 
button on the right. 
 

 
 
The caption of each price addition as well as the fact if it is shown in DZ-Manager can be configured 
in the basic settings dialog on tab “Global settings” → “Price addition” 
 

 
 
To configure the availability of price additions for bookings as well as if they shall be selected by 
default use the tab “Global settings” → “Appointments” → “Miscellaneous” 
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Certification restrictions 
Certification restrictions allow you to make a price only available depending on the certification a 
jumper owns. This can be configured in two ways whereas both ways can be combined. To configure 
your own Certification restrictions, use the tab “Master data” → “Pricing Categories”, select a pricing 
category, either right-click it and select "Edit" or just mark it and use the hotkey F5 to edit the 
category.  

 

Only for certification 
If one or more certifications are selected in this section, the price is only available for skydivers 
having those certifications. Criteria are AND-linked, meaning that a skydiver must have all selected 
certifications for this price to be available. 

Not for certification 
If one or more certifications are selected in this section, the price is not available for skydivers having 
those certifications. Criteria are OR-linked, meaning that a skydiver must not have any of the selected 
certifications for this price to be available. 
 

Booking account templates 
If you use the advanced book keeping feature, this 
is the place to configure your templates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Statistic template 
If you use the statistic feature,  
this is the place to configure your 
templates.  
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Price adjustments / discounts using rules 
Using price adjustment / discounts rules you can adjust the amount that is charged for a jump 
depending on various conditions. Rules can be configured on the tab Master data → Rules: 
 

 

Enable / disable general use of rules 
To make full use of price adjustment rules make sure that all corresponding options are enabled in 
the basic settings dialog61 on tab Global settings → Accounting → DZ-Manager: 
 

 
 
However if you plan on not using price adjustment rules at all you should consider turning those 
options off for performance reasons, especially on old systems. 

Apply / deselect rule on a per jump basis 
The groupslot as well as the tandem / student dialog have special checkboxes to allow selecting / 
deselecting discount rules. 

     

                                                           
61 Menu Edit → Settings → Basic settings  or  Hotkey Shift + F11 
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Configure rules 
There is a special "Add a new rule" dialog. If you want to configure your own rules, go to the tab 
Master data → Rules → click onto the white sheet of paper  

 
Select a kind of rule to create, the most common categories are available, and go ahead.  
 
For rules, you configure 

• Some common settings like name, priority and where the rule shall be applied 

• The conditions 

• The effects 

Common settings 
 

 
 
Name: The name is used to identify the rule within DZ-Manager, e.g. when you manifest a 

skydiver 
Description: The description is used as an explanation to customers that use the Online-Tools 

when booking a jump. It can be longer than the name and html code can be used to 
apply formatting. If no description is configured, the name will be used instead. 

Via Xxx: This setting configured if the rule will be used within DZ-Manager62 and or with the 
Online-Tools 

Active: By deactivating this setting, a rule will not be applied. 
Priority: If more than one rule applies to the same process they will be applied by priority in 

descending order, meaning the rule with the highest priority will be applied first. 
No other rules: If this setting is set, no other rules with lower priority will be applied. 
  

                                                           
62 Booking and manifesting 
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Conditions 
 

 
 
Date: Defines if a rule shall only be applied between different dates, e.g. during a 

boogie 
Time: If configured, the rule will only be applied between those times, e.g. for “early 

bird jumps” 
Weekday: Specifies if a rule shall only be valid on a certain weekday, e.g. to grant discounts 

for jumps on weekdays or make jumps more expensive on weekends 
Allowed (payer): Using this condition, rules can be bound to an allowed-field of the paying 

skydiver: the rule will only be applied if the date in that field is not in the past. 
This can be used to grant discounts to club members 

Allowed (jumper): Same as with “Allowed (payer)” but for the jumper 
Minimum weight: The minimum weight of the jumper. Can be used to create weight surcharge 

rules for a tandem pax and higher payments for the tandem instructor 
Minimum Slots: This setting only applies to bookings and can be used to configure group 

discounts 
Appoint. cat.: Again, this only applies to bookings and can bind rules to the selected 

appointment category 
Price: Defines if a rule shall be used if the selected price is used for manifesting 
Certification: If configured, the rule will only be applied if the jumper owns the specific 

certification 
Student slot: This setting, optionally together with price additions limits the rule to tandem 

passenger and student jumps. This is mostly used to alter the price of the 
instructor, e.g. to pay a higher salary if the passenger pays for a hand-cam 

Price addition: only apply rule if certain price additions are selected, e.g. to grand a combo 
discount if video and stills are purchased together 
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Effects 
 

 
 
Instructor slot: Configures if the rule shall affect only a certain slot. This is mostly used together 

with the “student-slot” condition to adjust the instructor’s salary. 
Prices (general): To achieve best calculation results and to avoid rounding differences right from the 

start, enter all prices with 4 digits after the decimal point.  
Price (amount): This will modify the price by the amount entered. 

The amount can be positive or negative to allow raising or lowering the price. 
This can be used to reverse the effect of another rule with a higher priority that has 
been applied before – to do this just configure it to be 0 and do not use any other 
price effect. The latter configuration can be useful in complex rule sets, e.g. to 
“disable” all discount rules for a certain period like a boogie. 

Price (percent): This will modify the price by the percent entered. 
Price: By selecting a price from the list, it will be used for manifesting instead the default 

one. 

Testing your rule-set 
To test the interaction of different rules you can either 

• Use the special “Test rules” dialog on the tab Master data → Rules 

 
• Manifest a test-jump 

• Book a test-appointment 

• Use the dedicated test-dialog 
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Examples 
To give you a better idea of what can be done with price adjustments / discounts rules here are some 
examples of common tasks: 

• Example 1 – discount for club-members on weekdays 

• Example 2 – Jumps cost more during a boogie 

• Example 3 – Jumps cost less if manifested by POS interface 

• Example 4 – higher salary for Tandem instructor if passenger gets hand-cam 

• Example 5 – discount for Tandem-pax if purchasing two price additions 

• Example 6 – group-discount for web-based bookings 

• Example 7 – weight surcharge for heavy tandem passenger 

• Example 8 – higher salary if transporting heavy tandem passenger 
Example 1 – discount for club-members on weekdays 
On Mondays and Wednesdays all club members get a discount of 2,- EUR; guests pay the normal 
amount. 
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Example 2 – Jumps cost more during a boogie 
During a Boogie, e.g. due to a special aircraft, all fun-jumps cost 3,- EUR more than usually. 
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Example 3 – Jumps cost less if manifested by POS interface 
If a fun-jumper (club-member or guest) manifests himself by the POS Interface, his ticket will cost 
him 1 EUR less.  
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Example 4 – higher salary for Tandem instructor if passenger gets hand-cam 
If a tandem students orders a handycam video, the tandem instructor gets an additional 5,- EUR 
payment. 
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Example 5 – discount for Tandem-pax if purchasing two price additions 
If a tandem passenger purchases two price additions, e.g. handcam-video (90,- EUR) and handcam-
photo (50,- EUR), he does not have to pay the full price of both additions (140,- EUR) but gets a 
special combo price (120,- EUR) 
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Example 6 – group-discount for web-based bookings 
If 5 or more tandem jumps are booked online at the same time, each jumper gets a discount of 10,- 
EUR 
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Example 7 – weight surcharge for heavy tandem passenger 
If the passenger weights 90 kg or more he pays 30,- EUR more. 
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Example 8 – higher salary if transporting heavy tandem passenger 
If the passenger weights 90 kg or more the tandem instructor gets 10,- EUR more. 
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Block tickets 
Block tickets are a special form of discount: a customer pays a certain amount of money upfront and 
gets discounted jumps in return. 
Block ticket templates are handled like all other price adjustment / discount rules and can therefore 
be added, viewed, edited and deleted on the Tab “Master data” → Rules 
 

 

No bound credit 
Please be aware that it is possible to retrace how many discounted jumps have been made by looking 
at the “amount left” field. However the paid credit is not bound to a special kind of jump. For 
clarification: 
 
Normal jump: 4.000 meter for 30,- EUR 
Account balance at beginning: 0,- EUR 
 
Block-discount: 10 jumps from 4.000 meter for 25,- EUR 
Payment: 250,- EUR 
 
The skydiver does 9 jumps on the special terms. Additionally he buys small parts for 20,- EUR in the 
store. 
 
Account balance: 5,- EUR 
Amount left Block- discount: 25,- EUR 
 
As a result the skydiver is entitled for one more discounted jump however he has not enough credit 
to do one. To be able to make his last jump he has to recharge his account by 20,- EUR. 
 
Which might sound weird at first glance is an intended function: as long as a skydiver has credit on 
his account he shall be able to use all services provided by the dropzone. In the example above the 
skydiver has to pay 20,- EUR more in any case. With the credit not being bound he is able to do that 
at the end / if his credit is used up. Otherwise he would have been forced to pay the store item even 
if he still had credit on his account. 
On the other hand this feature eliminates the need to manage different kinds of credits. 
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Create template rule 
The first step is to create a block ticket rule on tab Master data → Rules, a template so to speak. 
 

 
 
Click the button with the white sheet of paper and a dialog will open, asking for the kind of rule you 
want to create. Select “Price adjustment / Discount (Block tickets)”. 
 

 
 
Now configure the rule / template as you would with any other price adjustment rule. 

Example “50 Weekday-Jumps of a certain kind / 2,- discount” 
The following screenshots show a very common configuration with a few comments. 

Common settings 
• Use a meaningful name, describing what the discount is about, e.g. 

“50 Weekday-Jumps 4k / 2,- discount” 

• Choose a high priority and prevent other price adjustment rules to be applied as well if you 
do not want discounts to be accumulated 
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Conditions 
• Configure date, time and / or weekdays during which the discount shall be applied to jumps 

• Configure the price / kind of jumps that shall be discounted 
 
If you do not configure anything here, the discount will be applied to all jumps of the purchasing 
skydiver. 
 

 
 

 

Effects 
• Configure the discount to apply, either as price modifier or as replacement price 

 

 

Ticket block 
• Last but not least, configure the minimum amount to be paid in order to qualify for this block 

ticket rule 
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Sell “block of tickets” 
You can sell / book block tickets in two ways 

Accounting dialog 
Open the accounting dialog of a skydiver by right-clicking him in the list on the 
Tab Skydivers, then select “Balance / Account” or use the Hotkey F6. 
In the following dialog, click the “Discount” radio button and select your 
template rule from the corresponding dropdown list.  
 

 
 
Make sure that the correct payment source is configured and adjust the amount, if the skydiver pays 
more than the minimum amount. Then click the “Create post” button. 

Skydiver edit dialog 
Open the edit dialog of a skydiver by right-clicking him in the list on the Tab Skydivers, then select 
Edit” or use the Hotkey F5. 
Now go to the Tab “Accounting” → “Ticket blocks” and click the button with the white sheet of paper 
at the bottom. 
 

 
 
You will then be asked for the ticket block template as well as the payment source to use. Afterwards 
a final information will be displayed before the money is booked into the skydiver’s account. 

Effect when manifesting 
Simply manifest the skydiver in any way possible and the discount will be applied if all conditions are 
met. 
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Also the cost of the jump will be deducted from the “Amount left” field of the block ticket. This can 
be seen on the Tab “Accounting” → “Ticket blocks” of the skydiver’s edit dialog. 
 

 

Effect when de-manifesting / deleting a jump 
If you delete a groupslot, the cost of the jump will be re-added to the “Amount left” field of the block 
ticket. 

Cancel “block of tickets” 
To cancel a set of block tickets, select it in the above displayed list of the skydiver’s edit dialog and 
click the button with the red banknote at the bottom. This will invalidate the ticket block and will also 
deduct the remaining money from the skydiver’s account.  
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Splitting Blocktickets 
Blocks of tickets can be split via the “Skydiver’s edit dialog” by using the most right button on the 
bottom: 
 

 
 
Select the ticket block to split and press the “Split” button at the bottom 
Confirm that you want to split this ticketblock 
 

 
Select the amount in EUR you want to split off 

 

 
 
Search for and select the skydiver that shall receive the split off part of the ticket block 
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Review the changes that will be done and confirm the split if you are satisfied 

 
 
Pressing OK will 

split the original ticket block and assign the new one to the receiving skydiver 
transfer the money between the accounts of the skydivers 

 

Revert a Blockticket split 
If a blockticket has been split by mistake, it must be undone in two steps at the moment 
 

Cancel the split off blockticket 
Find the skydiver who has received a split blockticket by error and edit him. Find the blockticket to 
cancel and click the “Cancel” button at the bottom 

 
Confirm that you want to cancel this blockticket 

 
Answer “Yes” if asked if the money shall be debited from the skydiver’s account 
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Next you will be asked which payment source to use for the accounting 
operation, 
select “Fund transfer” 

 

 
Now select the skydiver who shall receive the money 

This will be the skydiver who’s ticketblock has been split by mistake before 

 
Confirm the creation of the accounting post 

 
Now the blockticket that has been split off is canceled and the accounts of both skydivers are correct 
again. 

Adjust the original blockticket (Amount left) 
Last the original blockticket of which the above canceled one was split off must be adjusted: the 
Amount-Left field needs to be adjusted so the canceled amount is re-added. 
 
Until the arrival of feature 

23 - Blocktickets: be able to edit them the same way as every other discount rule 
this must be done by hand. 
Therefore make a note of 

• The skydiver who received a blockticket by mistake, which was canceled as described above 

• The date and time at which the cancelation occurred 
The Admin will need to correct the blockticket in the database by hand for now. 
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XI. Interfaces: Admin, POS and Load-Viewer 

DZ-Manager comes with three different interfaces, which are part of all versions of DZ-Manager and 
are built right into the main application: 

• Admin-Interface: this is the interface the staff of the dropzone will be working with in most cases, 
especially when configuring DZ-Manager or running reports. 

 
 

• POS- or Kiosk: this is the interface skydivers can use to manifest themselves. Also the staff of the 
dropzone can manifest large groups very fast. 

 
 

• Load-Viewer: this is the interface to show skydivers actual loads. Also the staff of the dropzone 
can add, move and delete slots via mouse or touch screen like on a big clipboard. 
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Selecting / Switching interfaces 
To switch between interfaces you can use 

• the corresponding menu “Security / Interface” at the top of the screen 
 

 
 

• the following Hotkeys 
o Ctrl + A: Admin-Interface 
o Ctrl + B: POS- or Kiosk-Interface 
o Ctrl + M: Load-Viewer-Interface 

 

• Command line parameters when starting DZ-Manager 

Admin-Interface 
The Admin-Interface is the main interface of DZ-Manager and follows the same principles as 
“normal” classic software interfaces. It can be used to accomplish all tasks DZ-Manager can be used 
for. More information can be found in the section “Introduction – The user interface” at the 
beginning of this manual. 
This interface is best used with keyboard and mouse. 
 

 

Admin GUI Options / configuration 
Below described are some, but by far not all options of the Admin-Interface. 
To check out all available options go to tab Misc → Gui and Misc → Others or hit Shift+F11 to open 
the basic settings dialog. 

The behavior of / relationship between list and tree 
You can control the behavior of / relationship between list and tree on the Misc → Gui – Tab. 
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Tree: Follow List 
If this option is selected and an object is clicked in the list, it will be highlighted in the tree. This is the 
counterpart to “List: Follow Tree”. 

List: Expand or collaps lifts / show details of lift  
The list and what it shows can be set by using the function "expand" or "collaps", the two buttons on 

top left to the Internet Explorer button. If the view is collapsed like in the picture below, single lifts 

that are of interest right now, can be easily expanded by clicking the small "+" next to the particular 

lift. That gives you an overview of all lifts and at the same time a detailed view of the one important 

lift, you wish to view in detail now.  

 

The range of displayed lifts depends on your settings as shown below, tick the lifts to be shown, 

untick the lift types to be hidden. The view in the list and in the tree are corresponding. In the tree, 

you can also click the "+" in front of a lift to expand it. The view in the list will equalize and show the 

same selection. 
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List: Show details of selected object in tree 
If this option is selected and an object is clicked in the tree, its children will be shown in the list. 
 

 
 
 

 

List: Follow Tree 
This is the counterpart to “Tree: Follow List”: if this option is selected and an objects is clicked in the 

tree, it will be highlighted in the list.  
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POS- or Kiosk-Interface 
The POS- or Kiosk-Interface focuses on tasks that skydivers can do themselves without the need of 
your staff, e.g. 

• Self-Manifesting 

• Removing themselves from a lift 

• Recharging their account 

• Run reports to see how many jumps have been done or money has been spent; those reports can 
directly be sent to the skydiver by eMail or printed 

• Assigning for or withdrawing from staff-jobs 
 
However the POS- or Kiosk-Interface is also perfect for your staff to manifest groups of 5 members or 
more. 
This interface is best used with a touch-screen or mouse 
 

 
 

                
 

                             
 
All texts of the POS-Interface can be configured via language files so skydivers can switch the 
interface to a different language. You can even have different texts for different occasions like 
boogies and switch between them with a few mouse clicks. 
 
Tip: while in POS-Mode, hit Shift+F11 to show special buttons that allow switching screens and 
configuring available options. 
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Load-Viewer-Interface 
The Load-Viewer-Interface shows the actual lifts in a customizable layout 
 

   
 
and is therefore best suited for 

• showing skydivers when it’s time to board on big screens around the drop zone 
In this case the interface is best used with a big TV screen 
 

 
 

• working with actual lifts: add, move or delete jumpers 
In this case the interface is best used with a touch-screen63 or mouse 
 

 

Advertising module 
The load-viewer contains an additional advertising module which can be used to display custom ads 
from time to time. This is a great way to promote additional products like tandem videos to waiting 
customers. Since this is an enterprise feature please contact us for terms, conditions and prices. 
  

                                                           
63 E.g. Surface Pro 
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Load-Viewer options / configuration 
Below described are some, but by far not all options of the Load-Viewer-Interface. 
 
To check out all available options hit Shift+F11 while in this mode to open a special settings dialog. 
Everything you change there will be previewed live on the load-viewer in the background. 

Overall appearance / more colors 
The Load-Viewer has received numerous enhancements over the past years, making it completely 
adjustable to your likings regarding font size, color and layout. 
 
The classic DZ-Manager theme: 

 
 
A new theme with dark background and a lot of colors: 
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Configuration with live preview 
To make it easier to configure the DZ-Manager Load-Viewer, you can open a stripped down 
configuration wizard directly from the Load-Viewer64. The configuration window will float over the 
Load-Viewer and changes made to the configuration will show an effect immediately on the Monitor 
/ Load-Viewer in the background. 
To revert changes, click ‘Undo’ or ‘Cancel’. To make them permanent, click ‘OK’. 
 

 

Size profiles and coloring themes 
Three different size profiles and two coloring themes have been added to the Load-Viewer 
configuration so you can change all relevant options with one click. The resulting settings are a great 
starting point for your own customized Load-Viewer: pick the profile that comes closest to your 
needs, then customize it until you are satisfied. 
 

 
 

                                                           
64 Menu Edit → Settings → Monitor / Load-Viewer  or  Hotkey Shift+F11 
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Number of parachutes per lift 
One smaller enhancement has been greeted with great enthusiasm by lots of dropzones: the option 
to make the Load-Viewer “count” the number of parachutes on a lift. The default setting displays one 
parachute per skydiver. However the system can be configured to ignore certain skydivers when 
counting, e.g. make a tandem pair only appear as one parachute by ignoring the student. 
 
For this enter the IDs of characteristics to be ignored for the local Load-Viewer settings on tab Overall 
appearance →Miscellaneous. 
 

 
 
The IDs of characteristics can be seen on the Tab "Master Data" → "Characteristics" → "ID" 

 
 
If done for characteristic “Tandem student” the Load-viewer on the following screenshot will show 
that 11 persons are on board, less 3 Tandem passengers and displays 8 parachutes to be expected in 
the sky after the exit. 
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Using more than one aircraft 
To give skydivers a better overview on which aircraft they are manifested, the Load-Viewer can be 
configured in a couple of ways: 

Show only lifts of one aircraft 
You can “pin” a Load-Viewer to one plane, making it only show lifts of that aircraft. This way you can 
have multiple Load-Viewer screens, one per aircraft. 
 

 

Switch between aircrafts 
You can configure DZ-Manager to show lifts of one aircraft only for a configurable amount of time 
and then switch to the next plane. In this mode DZ-Manager will circle through all aircrafts that have 
lifts manifested. If a plane has no manifested lifts it will be omitted. 
To enable this feature, enter a value greater than zero for the amount of seconds to stick to one 
aircraft. To disable this feature, enter 0. 
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Use different colors to mark lifts 
To be able to distinguish between lifts of different aircrafts you can use colors which will be used for 
the icon- and numbers-column on the left side of a lift as well as for the header cell at its top. 
 

 
 
To make use of this feature you need to configure a color for aircrafts first65. 

 
 
Then you need to enable aircraft coloring for the Load-Viewer. 

 
  

                                                           
65 Admin-Interface: Tab Master data → Aircrafts; right-click an aircraft and select “Edit” or left-click and use the 

Hotkey F5 
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Use Lift captions for messages to skydivers 
To signal additional information to your 
skydivers on a per-lift basis via the load-
viewer the remark field of each lift can be 
used. Such information could be 

• refuel before 

• wind-hold, stand by 

• back to back 
 
To set the remark of a lift, right-click it or 
press F5 and adjust the corresponding text 
field. 
 
The remark can then be seen on the load-viewer as well as the tree in the admin interface: 

                               
 
Showing the remarks of lifts can be enabled and disabled: 

• For the Load-Viewer: in the basic settings dialog, Tab Local settings → Load-Viewer → 
Overall appearance: “Show lift remark in header” 

 
 

• For the Admin-Interface on the Tab Misc. -> Gui in the lower section on the right. 
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XII. Users / Security levels 

DZ-Manager has four user-modes / security levels, which control what the user is allowed to do. The 
security levels / modes are called 

• Admin 
Hotkey Ctrl+A 

• Manifester 
Hotkey Ctrl+I 

• Manifest board / POS- or Kiosk-
Mode 
Hotkey Ctrl+B 

• Monitor / Load-Viewer 
Hotkey Ctrl+M 
 

You can switch between them using the menu security or the named hotkeys. 
 
Not all users have access to all interfaces, e.g. user “Monitor” cannot use the Admin-Interface: 
 

  Interface 

User / Security level Admin POS- / Kiosk Load-Viewer 

Admin x x x 

Manifester x x x 

Manifest board - x x 

Monitor - - x 

 
Every security level can be protected with a password and on 
startup DZ-Manager will load the security level that was used 
last time. 
 
If you switch to a security level other than admin some 
actions will be permitted and maybe the GUI66 will change. 

Admin 
The admin user is allowed to do everything. 

Manifester 
The manifester user is normally not allowed to 

• add or edit skydivers 

• add or edit aircrafts 

• add or edit pricing categories 

• set or change passwords of security levels 

• generate reports 
but everything else. Details can be configured in the basic settings dialog.67 

Manifest board 
The manifest board user has the same restrictions as the manifester and further more is not allowed 
to edit lifts. Also he is restricted to the POS- or Kiosk-Interface and the Load-Viewer-Interface. That 
makes him the ideal security level for customers manifesting themselves. 

Monitor 
The monitor user is only allowed to view information and is restricted to the Load-Viewer-Interface. 

                                                           
66 See section “Interfaces: Admin, POS and Load-Viewer” 
67 Menu Edit → Settings → Basic settings; Tab “Global settings” → Security 
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XIII. Settings / Configuration 
DZ-Manager distinguishes between three kinds of settings 

• Global settings: those are valid for the whole dropzone, e.g. regional settings like the 
currency symbol. They are saved in the database. 

• Local settings: those are only valid for the very program / instance you configure them for, 
e.g. if finished lifts shall be (not) shown68 or which database to use. They are saved in a 
configuration file69 on the hard disk70. Multiple instances of DZ-Manager on the same PC will 
all have their own local settings. 

• Online-Tools / Web-Settings: those configure the Online-Tools, e.g. if skydivers are allowed 
to log in. They are saved in the database. 

 
Some of the most used local settings can be configured via Tab  Misc → Others and  Misc → Gui. 
 

 
 
All settings can be configured via the “Basic settings”-Dialog. 
 

 
 
This dialog can be opened via  

• Hotkey 
Shift + F11 

• Menu 
Edit → Settings → Basic settings 

 

 
 

  

                                                           
68 probably ‘Yes’ for an Admin-Interface, but ‘No’ for a Load-Viewer 
69 dz_manager.NET.ini – by copying this file you can move / clone local configurations to other PCs / instances 
70 within the common data folder; use Menu  DZ-Manager → Open Folder → Common data folder  to get there 
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XIV. Booking of appointments / Gift cards 

Introduction 
DZ-Manager comes with support for booking products like tandem jumps, AFF courses and the like. 
Those products can be booked as 

• Appointments: a product being booked for a certain date and time 

• Gift cards: a product being booked without scheduling a date yet 
Once booked, such appointments can be manifested with one mouse click. 
This saves a lot of time and work for the dropzone as available slots are managed by DZ-Manager and 
in case of web-based booking customers enter all their data themselves. 
 
Appointments and gift cards can be booked 

• Within DZ-Manager on the Appointments - tab71, so called in-app-booking. This is usually 
done by the staff of the dropzone, e.g. when customers call to book over the phone. 

 
 

Using the 

• DZ-Manager Online-Tools, so called web-based booking. This is normally done by the 
customer himself via the Website of the dropzone. 

 
Bookings and reservations made via either way are stored in the database straightaway. They are 
listed on the Tab "Appointments" then. 
 

 
 
Appointments can be searched for either by reservation number or by jumper's name. 
 
To process an appointment or Gift-Card, right-click it and select one of the several options allowed in 
the opened context-menu, e.g. print a confirmation, print a voucher, print a combo of both.  
  

                                                           
71 Also available via the menu “DZ-Manager” → “Book Appointment” (Hotkey Ctrl+O) 
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Configuring booking 
Configuration of bookings, especially if made available for self-booking via the DZ-Manager  
Online-Tools, should be well planned as it might involve multiple aspects like 

• what information to ask from customers 

• bookable products including their description 

• if automatic payments shall be used 

• Text of confirmation and reminder eMails 

• embedding the booking tool into your existing homepage 

• available days and times 

General settings / configuration 
Global settings: here you configure things like 

• Accounting operations 

• Allowed additions, e.g. handycam 

• Interval of bookable slots72 
 

Online-Tools / Web-Settings: e.g. 

• Enable or disable web-based bookings 

• Information to ask for from customers 

• Payment provider configuration 
 

Local settings: here you configure things like 

• Enable or disable appointment feature 

• if overbooking is allowed 

• the booking overview display 

Appointment categories 
These are the products that are offered for booking, e.g. “Tandem jump” and “Aff course”. 

• Name: will be displayed in the dropdown-list on the web-page 

• Remark: a product description that will be displayed on the web-page 

• Groupwork & Characteristic: will be used when manifesting the jump 

• Certification: will be set for the customer73 

• Three different prices 
o Booking: is displayed as the total price of the booking on the web-page 
o Deposit: is charged on booking 
o Jump: the price used when manifesting the jump74 

Please be aware that availability and cost of price additions, e.g. handycam, is configured for 
the prices. 

 
 

  

                                                           
72 If slots are only available at full hours or in a quarter-hourly interval 
73 To be able to filter student-lists in the “Manifest Tandem”- and “Manifest-Student”-Wizard 
74 For a Tandem, this will be the same as the booking price; for a jump course this probably differs 
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Payments 
Also you want to configure how customers pay for their bookings, e.g. 

• Credit card 

• PayPal 

• miscellaneous local options like Sofort-Überweisung or iDeal 
and how you get the money, e.g. 

• ask for credit card or banking information and fetch the manually later75 
No fees occur for this option however slots are blocked without money being transferred; 
also the staff needs to collect the money and book it in DZ-Manager manually 

• have a PSP76 collect the money for you 
Only if the money is received by the PSP will the booking go through and will the money be 
booked in DZ-Manager automatically. 

 
More information can be found below in section  

Payment methods and providers 

eMail texts and configuration 
The DZ-Manager Online-Tools can send confirmation- and / or reminder-mails automatically for 
booked appointments. Those eMails can contain  

• any text, even html code 

• details about the booked appointment 

• file attachments 
Also the dropzone can get a copy of all eMails being sent by the system. 
 
For this to happen the following things must be configured 

• Server and credentials to use when sending eMails 

• Booking confirmation text for the payer / booking person77 (optional) 

• Booking confirmation text for the jumper(s)78 (optional) 

• Jump reminder text for the jumper(s)79 (optional) 
 
All aspects of the configuration is described below in section  

Sending confirmation & reminders via eMail (Multi-language) → Mail- and homepage templates 
 

A word of warning: be careful when sending mails to jumpers. Especially vouchers are often 
purchased as a present. Imagine what your customers say if you spoil the surprise by sending an 
eMail to the presentee “Hey, you will get a tandem jump as a present soon” 
Hence our advice is to only send booking confirmation to the payer / booking person 

Embedding bookings into an existing homepage 
Even if the DZ-Manager Online-Tools can be used as a standalone web application it might be nicer to 
embed the booking tool into an existing webpage. 
 
More information can be found below in section 

DZ-Manager Online-Tools → Embedding the Online-Tools into an existing homepage 
  

                                                           
75 Payment provider „Manually“ 
76 Payment service provider 
77 AppointmentsConfirmationPayer 
78 AppointmentConfirmationJumper 
79 AppointmentReminderJumper 
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Rules - Overview 
By default booking of appointments is allowed without restrictions and on all days. Therefore if you 
do not configure any rules, all active appointment categories will be available for customers to be 
booked. In that case booking slots is allowed between 6:00 and 20:00 with a maximum of 4 slots per 
hour80. 
 
To fine-tune available slots you can use rules which are configured within DZ-Manager81. There are 
three different kind of rule: 

1. Jumping (not) possible 
These rules are checked during Step 182 and can be configured in two ways 
a) Is the whole drop zone closed? 

Such a rule has no appointment category configured as criteria; it overrules all other rules. 
b) Is a certain appointment category (not) allowed on a certain day? 

Such a rule must have at least one appointment category configured; it can allow or 
disallow appointment categories for certain dates or weekdays. 

If no rule is found for the desired date, booking is allowed. 
 
Example 1: If your drop zone is closed during the week except Wednesdays, AFF courses start 

only on Saturday and Tandems can be booked on all open days, configure the 
following rules: 

• One rule of kind 1a) – closed – for all weekdays except Wednesdays 

• One rule of kind 1b) – closed – for AFF for all days except Saturdays 

• One rule of kind 1b) – open – for AFF for on Saturdays 
Example 2: Because your plane is broken, you need to totally shut down your drop zone for a 

couple of days: 

• One rule of kind 1a) – closed – for that time with higher priority than all other 

rules 

2. Slots available 
These rules are checked during Step 2. They need to have an appointment category, a start 
time, an end time and a number of slots configured. Also you can only configure available slots 
in steps of full hours or quarter hours83 depending on your settings. There are two possible 
scenarios: 
1. No rule of this kind exist for an appointment category at all 

In that case the default values for bookable hours and available slots will be used, see 
above 

2. At least one rule of this kind exists for an appointment category 
No slots will be available except a rule allows / configures them 

 

Example 1: On weekdays you offer 4 tandem slots per hour between 9:00 and 15:00. During 
the weekend you allow 10 tandem slots per hour between 8:00 and 17:00. AFF is 
only available on Saturday mornings with 5 free slots: 

• One rule for tandems and all weekdays with start time 9:00:00, end time 
15:59:59 and available slots of 4 

• One rule for tandems and all weekend days with start time 8:00:00, end time 
17:59:59 and available slots of 12 

                                                           
80 Default values can be adjusted using the “Basic setting” dialog in DZ-Manager: Global settings → 

Appointments → Miscellaneous 
81 Tab „Master data“ → „Rules“ 
82 see below for a detailed description 
83 In case of full hours: start time must be the start of a full hour (e.g. 08:00:00) while end time must be the end 

of a full hour (e.g. 11:59:59); in case of quarter hours the same principle applies, e.g. 08:15:00 and 08:29:59 
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• One rule for AFF on Saturdays with start time 8:00:00, 
end time 8:59:59 and available slots of 5 

 
Example 2: You offer tandems for booking with the default number of slots and times on all 

days; AFF is only available on Saturday mornings with 5 free slots 

• No rules of this kind for tandems at all84 

• One rule for AFF on Saturdays with start time 8:00:00, end time 8:59:59 and 
available slots of 5 

 
3. Discount 

These rules are checked during the last phase of the booking process and can be used to 
modify the price depending on the booking date and / or number of slots being booked. Please 
be aware of the fact that the value is a price modifier and not the new fixed price. 
 
Example 1: You offer a discount of -10 for weekday tandems and a discount of -5 for groups 

bigger than 5 people. Discounts cannot be combined; if both are applicable, the 
weekday discount shall be used: 

• One rule for tandems on weekdays with a price modifier of -10 and a priority 
of 90; also check “do not apply other rules with lower priority” 

• One rule for tandems and minimum slots of 6 with a price modifier of -5 and 
a priority of 85 

 
Example 2: Same as example 1, but discounts can be combined: 

• One rule for tandems on weekdays with a price modifier of -10 

• One rule for tandems and minimum slots of 6 with a price modifier of -5 

Rules – Testing 
The rule set can be tested in three different ways: 

1. Using the “Test rules” wizard 
2. Start the booking process from within DZ-

Manager 
3. Use the DZ-Manager Online-Tools to start a booking process 

Remark: if the DZ-Manager Online-Tools run in Debug-Mode, the used rules will be displayed 
while booking 

  

                                                           
84 Maybe adjust the default values, see above 
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Rule-checks details: Step 1 – Choose Date85 
On page 2 / Step 1 the user selects a date and an appointment category. 
 

 
 
After both actions / clicks the DZ-Manager Online-Tools check the rule set86 as follows: 

1) Is drop zone (totally) closed 
2) Is selected appointment category allowed 

 
In Detail: 

1) Is drop zone (totally) closed 
• Rule-type: jumping (not) possible 

• NO appointment category selected 
Remark: 

• If no rule is found jumping is considered to be allowed 

• Those rules will overrule all other rules, e.g. “Appointment category allowed” or “Slots 
available” 
 

Example: 
 

 
 

                                                           
85 BookAppointment_02.aspx 
86 IsJumpingPossible_CheckAndSetGui 
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2) Is selected appointment category allowed 
• Rule-type: jumping (not) possible 

• appointment category IS selected 
 
Remark: 

• If no rule is found the appointment category is considered to be allowed 

• Rules defining if an appointment category is allowed at all should always have a lower 
priority than those which define available slots. See below for a detailed explanation 

• You should Disable booking by default: have one rule with priority 1 that disallows all 
appointment categories with decent message for the users87. 
You then need to explicitly allow all appointment categories by rules with higher priority. You 
can still disallow certain appointment categories by rules with higher priority to provide the 
user with a special rule88 

 
Example: 

Disable booking by default 

• Rule to disable all bookings / appointment categories 
→ Otherwise no rule would be hit and booking would be possible 
 

 
 

                                                           
87 E.g. „Jumping not possible if not allowed by other rule” 
88 E.g. “No AFF courses during the week” 
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• Rule to allow appointment category “Tandems” all the time 
→ Otherwise the above shown rule “disable all bookings“ would be hit and booking would 
not be possible 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

• Rule to disallow appointment category “Static line” on certain days 
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→ Otherwise the above shown rule “disable all booking “ would be. 
Therefore booking would still not be possible but with this rule the user gets a nicer 
message regarding the reason 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

• Rule to allow appointment category “Static line” on all other days 
→ Otherwise the above shown rule “disable all bookings“ would be hit and booking would 
not be possible 
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Rule-checks details: Step 2 –Choose Class89 
On page 3 / Step 2 –Choose Class the user selects the number of slots to book from dropdown lists. 
 

 
 
When the page is loaded90, the DZ-Manager Online-Tools check the rule set as follows 

1) Is this appointment category allowed on this date / time and number of slots allowed for the 
appointment category selected at the given date / time 

2) Number of slots already booked at the given date / time 
When the user clicks the Next-Button91, the DZ-Manager Online-Tools check the rule set as follows 

3) Does a discount rule exist for the appointment category selected at the given date / time 
4) Does a discount rule exist for the appointment category selected and the selected group size 

 
In Detail: 

1) Number of slots allowed for the appointment category selected at the given date / time 
• Rule-type: Slots available 

• appointment category is selected 

• time is set 

                                                           
89 BookAppointment_03.aspx 
90 Page_Init 
91 cmdNext_Click 
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• number of slots is set 
 
Remark: 

• If no rule is found the settings for available hours will be used92 

• If time is not set the settings for available hours will be used93 

• Rules that define available slots should always have a higher priority than those that disallow 
an appointment category on a certain day for the following reason: 
 

 
Example: 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

2) Discount for the appointment category selected at the given date / time 
• Rule-type: Discount 

• appointment category is selected 

• Date, time or weekday is set 

• Discount is set 
 
Remark: 

• If no rule is found the original price is used 

• If more than one rule applies, the discount is summed-up 

                                                           
92 Section Web.BookAppointments, setting AvailableSlotsUnlimited – only db-Switch 
93 Section Web.BookAppointments, setting AvailableHours_Start and AvailableHours_End – only db-Switch 
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• The effect-price-amount is a modifier, not the absolute price, e.g a 
value of -10 means the original price is reduced by 10 

• The discount is applied to the booking price, NOT the deposit price 
 
Example: 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

3) Discount for the appointment category selected and the selected group size 
• Rule-type: Discount 

• appointment category is selected 

• number of minimum slots is set 

• Discount is set 
 
Remark: 

• If no rule is found the original price is used 

• If more than one rule applies, the discount is summed-up 

• The effect-price-amount is a modifier, not the absolute price, e.g a value of -10 means the 
original price is reduced by 10 

• The discount is applied to the booking price, NOT the deposit price 
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Example: 
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XV. Teams 
DZ-Manager offers the ability to configure and 
manifest a whole team. This can be done on the 
Tab “Teams”. 
 
Basically teams are templates of groups, where 
things like the name, the members, the price for the jumpers, who is paying and the group work can 
be set. 
 
If you do not see the Teams-Tab, you need to enable “Manage Teams” in the settings dialog. 
 
Teams can be searched for, created and manifested much like skydivers: 

Creating or editing a team 
On the Teams-Tab, click the “Add new” button or use the Hotkey F12 to add a new team. 
To edit an existing team, right-click it and select “Edit” or left-click it and use the Hotkey F5 to open 
the Team-dialog. 
 
The Team-dialog has two tabs: 
On the tab “Team settings” you can configure the common things for the team like its name and 
what they will do. Also you can configure a price and / or payer that will be used when manifesting 
this team. 
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On the tab “Members” you can add, delete and configure the members of this 
team. 

 
 

Price and payer(s) 
For teams and team members you can configure a default price and payer at different levels: 

1. For the team: in this case you configure default price and / or payer on the tab “Team 
settings”. 
If you configure either one here, DZ-Manager will use it for every team member when 
manifesting the team. 

2. For a team member: here you configure default price and / or payer on the tab “Team 
settings” for a single team member. To do so click the team member in the list and then 
make your choice in fields below. 
If you configure either one here, DZ-Manager will use it for this team member when 
manifesting the team. 

3. For the skydiver: this is not done in the Team-dialog, but when editing the skydiver. The 
skydiver’s default settings will only be used if it has not been configured either for the team 
or for the team member. 

 
When manifesting a team DZ-Manager will check the different configurations for price and payer in 
the above named order. If one is configured it will be used and DZ-Manager will not continue down 
the list. 
Example: 

• A price “Team” has been configured for the team 

• No payer has been configured for either team or any team member 
In this case all team members will be manifested with the price “Team” and the default payer of each 
skydiver will be billed for the jump. 

Manifesting 
Teams can be manifested like skydivers by either 

• Performing a drag&drop of the team onto a lift in the tree 

• Right-clicking the team and selecting “Manifest” 

• Left-clicking the team and using the hotkey F10 
If manifesting is not done via drag&drop, DZ-Manager will ask for the lift to put the team on. 
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Reports 
A special criteria “Team” exists for groupslot-reports to be 
able to generate reports about jumps made by team 
members. 
 
This allows creating reports about teams by defining the 
criteria like 

• name of the team 

• date jumped 

• name of jumper / payer 

• all other criteria that apply to groupslots / jumps 
 
Reports generated can also be exported / printed. 
 
The report window can be opened 

• via the menu DZ-Manager → Reports → Groupslots / Jumps 

• via the team context menu → Jumps-Report / Invoice 

• by the global hotkey Ctrl+R 

• by selecting a team on the Teams-Tab and pressing F7 
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XVI. Job-Coordination / Staff-Planning 
The job feature comes in two flavors: 

• Managing actually signed in members of staff 

• Planning jobs for future days 
You can switch between those two modes on the tab “Job assignments”. 
 

 
In any case job templates must be created before a skydiver can sign in for a job on the actual day or 
enroll for a job in the future. 

Configuring / adding job templates 
Job templates are configured on the tab Master data → 
Jobs.94 This must only be done once per job by 
configuring a name, the needed certification for the staff 
member and an optional remark. 
By configuring a needed certification jobs can be 
restricted to those skydivers owning that certification. 
 

 

Actually signed in members of staff 
To ensure a fair assignment of work jumps to available staff the feature “Job assignments” was 
added. As soon as a person is available for a job, e.g. as a Tandem instructor, he is assigned to the 
corresponding job. The person will then be listed on the tab “Job assignments” including the sign-in-
time and the time of the last job done. 
 

 
Based on this list skydivers will be sorted to the top of the dropdown lists of the special Manifest-
Wizards95. If a skydiver with a job assignment is manifested using the special Manifest-Wizards it will 
be noted in his job assignment96 and he will be moved to the end of the priority list. 
Job assignments are only valid for one day and need to be re-created the next day. 
This is an exclusive community feature and will be available to all customers in 2018. 
  

                                                           
94 Since this is a community feature, it will only be available to participating drop zones until it becomes 

available for all in 2018. If you are not a participating drop zone you might not see that tab or any other related 

option, depending on your Local → Misc. → Appearance setting 
95 Tandem, AFF-Student & Warp / Coach 
96 The time of „LastJobDone“ will be adjusted 
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Assigning an actual jobs 
Jobs can be assigned to skydivers in multiple ways: 

by the staff of the dropzone 

• The Skydiver’s context menu97 via the item 
“Job assignments” → “Sign up” 

• The Job’s context menu98 via the item 
“New assignment” 

• The button “New job assignment” on the tab “Job assignments” 
by the skydiver themselves 

• Using the POS- / Kiosk-Interface and a DzM-Chipcard 

Withdrawing from an actual job 
To withdraw a job assignment you can use different ways as well: 

by the staff of the dropzone 

• The Skydiver’s context menu via the item 
“Job assignments” → “Withdraw” 

• The Job assignments’s context menu99 via the item 
“Withdraw” 

by the skydiver themselves 

• Using the POS- / Kiosk-Interface and a DzM-Chipcard 

Other options 
There are a couple of other options regarding job assignments which 
can be accessed by the corresponding context menu or the buttons on 
the tab “Job assignments”: 

• Manifest the assigned skydiver using the special Wizard for this 
kind of jump, e.g. “Tandem jump” 

• Run a report to see jumps made 

• Set the priority for the assigned skydiver 

Manifesting / Effect of job assignment priorities 
When manifesting skydivers using the special Manifest-Wizards100 staff members with an assigned 
job will be listed at the top of the corresponding dropdown list of skydivers. They will be sorted by 
priority and will be marked with a number, showing their priority. 
Skydivers without job assignment but still suitable for the job will be listed at the bottom and will be 
sorted by name. 
 
Therefore to manifest the skydiver with the highest priority, just jump to the dropdown list101 and 
press the key 1 
 
In the following screenshot the first two skydivers have a job “Tandem master” assigned, while the 
last one is just suitable for the job. 
 

 
  

                                                           
97 Right-Click a skydiver on the tab „Skydivers“ 
98 Right-Click a job on the tab Master data → “Jobs” 
99 Right-Click a job assignment on the “Job Assignments” 
100 Tandem, AFF-Student & Warp / Coach 
101 Either by using the Tab-Key or the mouse 
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Self-Signing up for actual jobs using the POS- / Kiosk-Mode 
If Job-Assignments are enabled for the POS- / Kiosk-Interface, a skydiver can access a list of assigned 
and available jobs after scanning his card. 
 

 
 

 
 
The skydiver can then select a job from the list and either sign-in or withdraw from it. 
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Future job planner 
To help the dropzone as well as members of staff with work planning DZ-Manager allows skydivers to 
enroll in jobs on future days. 
 

 
 
Together with the “Overview” mode on the Appointments-Tab, which lists bookings for a certain day 
as well as members of staff enrolled, this provides a great tool to plan for upcoming and busy days: 
 

 
 
“Future job planner” is an exclusive enterprise feature and only available for a monthly fee. 

Enrolling in future jobs 
Skydivers can be enrolled in future jobs in multiple ways: 

by the staff of the dropzone 

• The Skydiver’s context menu102 via the item 
“Job assignments” → “Enroll for a future job” 

• The Job’s context menu103 via the item 
“New future assignment” 

• The button “New job assignment” on the tab “Job assignments” 
by the skydiver themselves 

• Using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools 

Deleting an enrollment 
To sign-off from a future job assignment you can use different ways as well: 

by the staff of the dropzone 

• The Job assignments’s context menu104 via the item 
“Delete” 

by the skydiver themselves 

• Using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools 
  

                                                           
102 Right-Click a skydiver on the tab „Skydivers“ 
103 Right-Click a job on the tab Master data → “Jobs” 
104 Right-Click a job assignment on the “Job Assignments” 
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Self-Enrolling for future jobs using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools 
If Job-enrolling is enabled for the DZ-Manager Online-Tools, a skydiver can access a list of assigned 
and available jobs after scanning his card. 
 

 
 
By clicking the date of a day in the table or the item “Jobs & Bookings” in the menu on the left, the 
staff can see details about bookings and staff on that day: 
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This feature can be configured via the Basic settings dialog: Tab Online-Tools / 
Web settings → Skydivers → Jobs 
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XVII. Payment methods and providers 
When certain actions are executed in DZ-Manager a money transfer from the skydiver / customer to 
the dropzone should happen. Such actions are 

• Online booking of appointments / gift cards 

• Online recharging of skydiver accounts 

• In-App booking of appointments / gift cards 

• Skydiver bulk charging 
 
Such a money transfer can be done via different payment methods 

• Credit card 

• SEPA direct debit 

• Bank transfer 

• PayPal 

• iDEAL 

• Sofort-Überweisung 

• Bitcoin 

• Bancontact 

• KBC/CBC Paybutton 

• Belfius Direct Net 

• Paysafecard 
 
Depending on the payment method different payment providers might be used 

• Mollie 

• Autorize.Net / Big Sky Commerce 

• PayPal 

• Manually 
 
Not all payment providers support all payment methods: 

 Mollie Autorize.Net PayPal Manually 

Credit card x x x x 

SEPA direct debit - - x x 

Bank transfer - - - x 

PayPal x - x - 

iDEAL x - - - 

Sofort-Überweisung x - - - 

Bitcoin x - - - 

Bancontact x - - - 

KBC/CBC Paybutton x - - - 

Belfius Direct Net x - - - 

Paysafecard x - - - 

 
Furthermore not all actions can be used with all payment providers: 

 Mollie Autorize.Net PayPal Manually 

Online booking x x x x 

Online recharging x x x x 

In-App booking - x - x 

Skydiver bulk charging - - - x 

 
Depending on the payment provider the workflow and technique to collect the money might differ. 
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Configuration of payment providers 
All configurations will be done using the “Basic settings” dialog within DZ-Manager. 
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Provider “Mollie” 

Overview 
Mollie105 is an EU based106 payment provider with very competitive prices and a wide range of 
supported payment methods. 
There are no monthly or payout-fees; using Mollie as payment provider is based only on ‘per 
transaction’ fees: 
1) Mollie will charge the dropzone directly with their actual fees. 
 
2) net&rights GmbH / DZ-Manager will charge the dropzone directly with their actual fees. 
 
Examples of those transaction based fees107 for a 200,- EUR Tandem-Voucher 

Bitcoin: 0,75 EUR 
iDEAL: 0,79 EUR 
Credit card: 4,35 EUR 

 
The dropzone needs a free merchant account with Mollie before accepting payments. Setting up 
such an account can normally be done within one day and is similar to setting up a bank account108. 

Details of the implementation 
With the DZ-Manager Online-Tools the customer first selects his desired payment method and clicks 
the button “Process booking”: 
 

 
  

                                                           
105 https://www.mollie.com  
106 Amsterdam, Netherlands 
107 Mollie and net&rights; net&rights without VAT; in 12/2016 – the current pricing list always apply 
108 e.g. the dropzone needs to provide some official documentation about the company 

https://www.mollie.com/
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or clicks the button “Recharge”: 
 

 
 
The customer is then redirected to the Mollie-Website. 
 

 
 
On the Mollie-Website he authorizes the payment. The actual authorization process depends on the 
selected payment method. 
 
Afterwards he is redirected back to the Online-Tools website of the dropzone where he is informed if 
the payment succeeded or not. 
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Provider “PayPal” 

Overview 
PayPal109 is an USA based payment provider. There are no monthly or payout-fees; using PayPal as 
payment provider is based only on ‘per transaction’ fees: 
1) PayPal will charge the dropzone directly with their actual fees. 
 
2) net&rights GmbH / DZ-Manager will charge the dropzone directly with their actual fees. 
 
Examples of those transaction based fees110 for a 200,- EUR Tandem-Voucher 

PayPal: 4,65 EUR 
SEPA Direct debit / Lastschrift: 4,65 EUR 
Credit card: 4,65 EUR 

 
The dropzone needs a free merchant account with PayPal before accepting payments. Setting up 
such an account can normally be done within one day and is similar to setting up a bank account111. 
For PayPal support, the .NET framework 4.5 or higher needs to be installed in addition to .NET 4.0. 

Details of the implementation 
The workflow is similar to that of the Mollie payment provider: 

• With the DZ-Manager Online-Tools the customer first selects PayPal as his desired payment 
method and clicks the button “Process booking” or “Recharge”, depending on the action 
desired 

• The customer is then redirected to the PayPal-Website. 

• On the PayPal-Website he authorizes the payment. 

• Afterwards he is redirected back to the Online-Tools website of the dropzone where he is 
informed if the payment succeeded or not. 

Provider “Authorize.Net” / “Big Sky Commerce” 

Overview 
Authorize.Net112 and Big Sky Commerce113 are USA based payment providers, in one case with a 
branch office in the UK.  
Both will charge the dropzone with monthly and transaction based fees. The dropzone needs a 
merchant account with those payment providers. 

Details of the implementation 
With Authorize.Net and Big Sky Commerce the customer enters his credit card information on the 
Online-Tools webpage itself. After clicking the button “Process booking” or “Recharge” the payment 
provider is contacted via an encrypted connection in the background and the payment information is 
verified. 
While this is happening the customers sees a waiting screen: 

 
Afterwards he is informed if the payment succeeded or not. 

                                                           
109 https://www.PayPal.com  
110 PayPal and net&rights; net&rights without VAT; in 12/2016 – the current pricing list always apply 
111 e.g. the dropzone needs to provide some official documentation about the company 
112 https://www.authorize.net  
113 https://bigskycommerce.com  

https://www.paypal.com/
https://www.authorize.net/
https://bigskycommerce.com/
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Provider “Manually” 

Overview 
‘Manually’ is not really a payment provider. 
 
Instead DZ-Manager will not communicate with an external provider or forward the customer to one. 
The booking / recharge will go through and the dropzone needs to fetch the money itself, e.g. start a 
direct debit process or charge a credit card. 
 
There are no fees involved if using this payment provider. 

Details of the implementation 
With the manually payment provider the customer enters his credit card or bank account 
information on the Online-Tools webpage itself. After clicking the button “Process booking” or 
“Recharge” DZ-Manager will create a post in the skydiver’s account with some info and send a 
confirmation eMail. 
If the accounting post is of value 0,- or equals to the amount to be charged depends on the 
configuration. 
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“SEPA” direct debit XML files 
To enhance the exchange of payment information with software and systems of other manufacturers 
DZ-Manager can create XML-files containing SEPA114 direct debit information115. Such files can be 
used with most European Online-Banking interfaces as well as with most banking software to initiate 
direct debit procedures with very little effort. 
This is an exclusive community feature and will be available to all customers in 2018. 

DZ-Manager application 

a) Booking money into skydiver’s account 
If money is booked into a skydiver’s account manually116 the described XML file can automatically be 
created in a configurable folder if a configurable payment source is selected. 

b) Skydiver’s report 
The skydiver’s report117 has a section to create such XML files for all 
skydivers included in the report. The user can select if a separate file 
shall be created for each skydiver or if all information shall be 
combined into one single file. Furthermore it can be selected if the 
skydiver's accounts shall be settled118 or if a certain amount shall be 
debited for all skydivers. 

c) Booking of appointments 
If an appointment is booked in DZ-Manager the described XML file can automatically be created for 
the deposit amount if “Direct debit” is selected as payment method. 

d) Maintenance function “Combine files” 
A Maintenance function can monitor the configurable folder where the XML files are placed. As soon 
as one of the above described functions places a file in this folder its content will be added to a 
accumulative file and the single direct debit file will be renamed. 

DZ-Manager Online-Tools 

a) Booking of appointments 
If an appointment is booked via the DZ-Manager Online-Tools web-site the described XML file can 
automatically be created for the deposit amount if “Direct debit” is selected as payment method. 

b) Recharging a skydiver’s account 
If a skydiver’s account is recharged via the DZ-Manager Online-Tools web-site the described XML file 
can automatically be created in a configurable folder if a configurable payment source is selected. 

c) Attach files to Admin-eMails 
Files created by the DZ-Manager Online-Tools can be attached to the Admin-Copy-eMail of booking 
confirmations and recharge information. 
  

                                                           
114 Single Euro Payments Area: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_Euro_Payments_Area  
115 So called pain 008.002.02 – collective direct debit 
116 Right-click skydiver → „Balance / Account“  or Hotkey F6 
117 Menu „DZ-Manager“ → Reports → Skydivers 
118 Set account balance to 0,- 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_Euro_Payments_Area
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Configuration of SEPA files 
All described functions can be configured using the Basic settings dialog119. 
 

• Global settings → Accounting → Sepa 

 
 

• Local Settings → Accounting → Sepa 

 
 

• Local Settings → Appointments → Payments 

 
 

  

                                                           
119 Menu “Edit” → Settings → Basic settings 
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• Online-Tools / Web Settings → Sepa 

 
 

• Online-Tools / Web Settings → Appointments → Payments 

 
 
The folder containing the XML files can be opened via the DZ-Manager menu120. 

  

                                                           
120 Menu „DZ-Manager“ → „Open folder“ → „Sepa pain files“ 
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XVIII. DzM-Cards: Chip cards & Barcodes 

Overview 
DzM-Card is a generic term for devices that can be used to identify 
skydivers and appointments / bookings. A DzM-Card can be: 

• a RFID-Tag with some info written to it by DZ-Manager - 
DzMr-Card 

• a chip card with some info written to it by DZ-Manager - 
DzMc-Card 

• anything with a barcode printed on- 
DzMb-Card 

• any combination of the listed possibilities above 
 

     
 
Advantages of DzM-Cards: 

• skydivers can manifest themselves by just sliding their DzM-Card through a reader  

• an instructor can read a student’s DzM-Card and gets the whole logbook of the student in an 
instance  

• a DzM-Card saves the manifester / checker from typing names and prevents misspelling  

• DZ-Manger supports templates to print cool pictures on your DzM-Cards. It works the same way 
as with templates for manifests and logbooks: you provide a HTML-template with your own 
design and DZ-Manager prints it onto any card you wish  

• a DzM-Card is not drop zone affiliated. Skydivers can use their DzM-Card on any drop zone using 
DZ-Manager world wide121 

 
Producing DzM-Cards is cheap: 

• program your own DzMc-Cards with a Card-Reader 
cost: 2,- € per card 

• program your own DzMr-Cards with a RFID-Reader 
cost: 2,- € per card 

• print your own DzMb-Cards with any printer 
cost: 0,15 € per card 

 
Reading DzM-Cards is cheap too: 

• read DzMc-Cards with a Card-Reader 
cost: 40,- € for a reader 

• read DzMr-Cards with a RFID-Reader 
cost: 60,- € for a reader 

• read DzMb-Cards with a barcode scanner 
cost: 120,- € for a scanner 

 
  

                                                           
121 only applies to DzMc- and DzMr-Cards; DzMb-Cards (Barcodes) are drop zone affiliated and can only be used 

on the issuing dropzone 
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Procedure  /  what happens if a DzM-Card is recognized 
When DZ-Manager recognizes a DzM-Card of a skydiver it will display the following window by 
default: 
 

 
 

The possible actions on that form depend on the current status of the owner of the 
DzM-Card. 
 
You can check out this feature even if you have no device connected to your PC that 
can read DzM-Cards. Just click right on a skydiver in the list and select “Simulate 
DzM-Card” 
 
The display of the above shown window is only one out of several possible actions 
though. You can customize DZ-Managers behaviour for each reader. To modify a 
Card-Reader's behavior, select the Tab "Edit" →"Settings" → "Card-Reader settings".  
 
Example: If you want to make sure you recognize if not all skydivers have returned 
unhurt after they jumped, you could set up a DZ-Manager station at a point near the 
landing area with some device to read DzM-Cards. You then set the following 
settings for that reader: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Once a skydiver slides his DzM-Card 
trough the reader, his status is set to “returned” which can be seen by the manifester at a totally 
different location. 
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What happens if a DzM card is recognized but the Skydiver is unknown  
As a DzM-Card is not drop zone affiliated, Skydivers can use their DzM-Card on any drop zone using 
DZ-Manager worldwide.  
Hence it can happen that the card is recognized but you have never seen the Skydiver before. Means 
he jumped on a DZ using DZ-Manager but not on yours by now. So his set of data is not yet saved in 
your database. You can add him to your database fast and easy, click either "Add to database" or just 
"OK" to proceed.  
 

 

Creating DzM-Chip cards 
To create a DzM-Chip card for a skydiver, right click on him on the Skydivers - 
Tab. In the context menu that will open, select “Create DzM-Card”. If the 
skydiver is not shown, search for him as described at the beginning of this 
manual. 
 
A new form will open. Now 

• Put a chip card on the reader 

• Verify that the card has been recognized 

• Verify that the PIN is right122 

• Click “Create DzM-Card” 
 

 
 

  

                                                           
122 be sure to have read the warning above about using a wrong PIN 
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Creating DzM-Barcode cards 
Barcode cards are simply printed as are waivers123: right-click the skydiver and select 
“Print DzM-Card / Waiver”. If the template selected contains the appropriate placeholder124, a 
barcode will be added. 
If you want to use a specific bar code printer you can use a special placeholder125 to export the data 
that needs to be encoded within the barcode, then print the barcode with another program. 

Manifesting a whole group  /  fast manifesting 
When manifesting with DzM-Cards you can create big groups very quick. Here is a chart that 

illustrates the fastest way. We assume you scan DzM-Cards of more than one skydiver that are not 

yet manifested on the manifest board. 

  

                                                           
123 only supported for html exports 
124 {SKYDIVER_BARCODE} 
125 {SKYDIVER_BARCODE_DATA} 
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Manifesting using POS- / Kiosk-Mode 
DZ-Manager includes a virtual Manifest- / Clipboard126 where 

skydivers can manifest themselves. All they have to do is 

scan their DzM-Card and select a lift: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
126 It comes with DZ-Manager Professional Version at no extra costs. Use the menu  

Security → "Switch to … Manifestboard / Kiosk" to check it out. → Hit Ctrl+A to go back to Admin-Mode. 
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Technical details about chip cards & readers 

Overview 
We feel that we need to give a little introduction about chip cards before we explain, how they can 
be used with DZ-Manager: a smart card, chip card, or integrated circuit(s) card (ICC), is defined as any 
pocket-sized card with embedded integrated circuits. Although there is a diverse range of 
applications, there are two broad categories of ICCs. Memory cards contain only non-volatile 
memory storage components, and perhaps some specific security logic. Microprocessor cards 
contain memory and microprocessor components, they are miniature PCs. Memory cards are used as 
pre-paid telephone cards or ID-cards issued by German health insurance companies. Microprocessor 
cards are used as money cards or in your mobile phones (GSM SIM cards). 

Supported readers 
DZ-Manager only supports memory cards, because they are cheap and easy to get. The main 
disadvantage is that for some readers Windows doesn’t support them natively and needs special 
drivers to read and write the memory of those cards. The following drivers / extensions are 
supported by DZ-Manager: 

• HID Omnikey pseudo APDU (RFID) 

• HID Omnikey SynApi (RFID) 

• HID Omnikey SynApi 
 
We have tested the following reader with DZ-Manager: 

• Omnikey 5022 CL (USB) for ca. 60,- € by HID / Omikey127 

• Omnikey 6321 (USB) for ca. 90,- € by HID / Omikey128 

• CardMan 5321 (USB) for ca. 90,- € by HID / Omikey129 

Supported cards 
We have tested the following memory cards with DZ-Manager: 

• Mifare 1k classic 

• Mifare 4k classic 

• SLE 4442 

• SLE 4432 

• SLE 4428 

• SLE 4418 

• AT24C02SC 
 
In terms of cost and usability we advise to use Mifare 1k classic cards.130 Those 
cards can usually be bought with empty chips and no custom design for about 1,- 
EUR per card. Starting at around 3,- EUR per card you can have them produced 
with your own design. Last but not least you can obtain a wide range of things 
containing such a chip like watches, key rings or wrist bands. 
 

 
 
  

                                                           
127 https://www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/omnikey/5022-smart-card-reader ; use with pseudo APDU 
128 http://www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/omnikey/6321 ; use with SynApi (CL) 
129 http://www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/omnikey/5321 ; use with SynApi (CL) 
130 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIFARE  

https://www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/omnikey/5022-smart-card-reader
http://www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/omnikey/6321
http://www.hidglobal.com/products/readers/omnikey/5321
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIFARE
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A word of warning 
For some cards you have to provide a PIN before you gain write access. If the wrong PIN is entered, 
the card will be locked permanently. Please understand that we cannot accept any responsibility for 
damages that might result from using DZ-Manager. Our advice is that you select one type of card and 
buy a few to test them with your reader. If they work fine, stick to them and try to avoid using other 
cards. In case you are using MIFARE 1K Classic cards, the appropriate default PIN is: FFFFFFFFFFFF. 

Installing a card-reader 
The installation process differs slightly depending on the version of Windows you are using. 

1. First the Windows PC/SC-drivers for your reader must be installed 
o With Windows 7 and above just plug in the reader; the drivers will be downloaded and 

installed automatically 
o On older versions of Windows you need to install the PC/SC-drivers by executing an 

installer. The driver come with your reader or can be downloaded from the internet. 
 

2. For some older readers the HID Omnikey Synchronous API (Sync-Api) must be installed as 
well. The driver come with your reader or can be downloaded from the internet131. Be sure 
to install the 32-bit version of the driver even if your OS is 64-bit! 

 
For more information please refer to the manual of your card-reader. If you need help installing your 
hardware feel free to contact us for support132. 

Configuring a card-reader 
After the reader is installed on your system you need to configure DZ-Manager to use it. You do this 
by clicking on the corresponding button on the Tab  Misc → DzM-Cards. 
 

 
 

 
The following window will open where you can select the driver to be used, set some preferences 
and carry out a test. The shown settings are a good start if you are using the Omnikey 5022 (RFID). 

 
  

                                                           
131 http://www.hidglobal.com/drivers?field_brand_tid=24&product_id=3985&os=All  
132 See https://www.dz-manager.com/Pages/Support.aspx for details and prices. 

http://www.hidglobal.com/drivers?field_brand_tid=24&product_id=3985&os=All
https://www.dz-manager.com/Pages/Support.aspx
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DZ-Manager gives note in case anything 
must be improved for successful 
continuation. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
After you have successfully configured and tested your card reader, make sure you enable support 

for using it by clicking the checkbox.  

Solving problems with chip card reader 
We have encountered two kinds of problems that arise sometimes but are a little nasty to recognize 
on first sight: 
1. Sometimes USB-readers are connected to the PC via a USB-hub. If this USB-hub has no external 

power supply, the reader might not work 100% as expected. This is very hard to recognize since 
the reader might be working for days / weeks without a problem and then out of a sudden it 
won’t read or write cards anymore. Because of this we advise you only to use USB-hubs with own 
power supply or to connect the reader directly to a USB-port on the back133 of your PC. 

2. Some of these readers install Software, which starts every time you boot your PC. An example of 
this kind of software is “Smartcard Manager”, installed by some SCM-Readers. You can normally 
recognize that software by an icon display near the clock on your windows taskbar. This kind of 
software might block access to the reader, resulting in DZ-Manager not recognizing that a card 
was inserted into the reader. If DZ-Manger is not working correct with your reader, make sure no 
other software is running that accesses the reader. 

  

                                                           
133 the USB-ports on the front of some PCs also have problems to supply the needed power 
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Technical details about barcodes & scanners 

Overview 
A barcode is an optical, machine-readable, representation of data. It can be 
printed on almost any media like pieces of paper, plastic cards, stickers or wrist 
bands. It is read with an optical scanner and the data encoded in the barcode is 
then interpreted by the software. 
 
DZ-Manager understands barcodes for four different kinds / objects: 

• Skydivers 

• Appointments 

• Bookings 

• Lifts 

Supported scanners 
DZ-Manager supports two kinds of barcode scanners: 

• Com-Port interface scanners: with those the software receives the data encoded in the 
barcode via a real RS-232 port or via USB-to-Com-Bridge software. 

• Keyboard interface scanners: with those the data encoded in the barcode is sent to the 
computer as if it were typed in with a keyboard. The scanner is normally connected to the PC 
via USB or PS/2 and the scanner automatically behaves like an additional keyboard. 

 
We have tested the following scanners with DZ-Manager: 

• Metapace S-2 134 

• Manhattan-Scanner (Sage SG300 High Performance CCD Scanner )135 

Supported barcodes 
If DZ-Manager is used to create barcodes a Code128 barcode will be used. 
However all barcodes able to encode the data needed by DZ-Manager should work since the scanner 
will do all the decoding and then present the pure data to the PC. 

Installing a scanner 

Com-Port interface scanners 
If the scanner connects to a real Comport (RS-232 port) just plug it into your PC. If the scanner 
connects to a USB-Port also you need to install software that comes with the scanner to simulate a 
Comport that will receive the data136. 
To test if the reader is working you can use any terminal program137: open the Comport the scanner 
sends its data to and scan a barcode. You should receive the decoded data in the terminal program. 

Keyboard interface scanners 
Just plug the scanner into your PC and it should be recognized automatically. 
To test if the reader is working, you can use the program “DzM_BarCodeTester“ that comes with DZ-
Manager or any other program that can receive text138. Make sure the program has the focus and 
scan a barcode. You should receive the decoded data in the program. 

Configuring a barcode scanner 
Configuration is done in the DZ-Manager configuration file139. Support for configured barcode 
scanner is enabled or disabled on Tab  Misc → DzM-Cards. 

                                                           
134 http://metapace.com/en/s-2.php  -  Com-Port simulating via USB 
135 http://www.champtek.com/product.php?id=156  -  Keyboard interface scanners 
136 Please refer to the manual of your scanner for more information 
137 e.g.:  https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/PuTTY  
138 e.g.: Notepad 
139 dz_manager.NET.ini  in the common data folder; sections [Scanner] and [ScannerComPort] 

http://metapace.com/en/s-2.php
http://www.champtek.com/product.php?id=156
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/PuTTY
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XIX. Databases and database profiles 
DZ-Manager supports connecting to different databases by configuring database profiles. You can 
find all available database profiles on the tab “Misc” → “Database” in the dropdown list “Profile”. 
 

 
 
New databases or database source profiles can be created using the database settings wizard which 
can be opened using the menu “Edit” → “Settings” → “Database settings” or by clicking the button 
“Database settings” right to the Profile dropdown list on the tab “Misc” → “Database”. 
 
Please be aware of the fact that you need to be using the Professional version of DZ-Manager to use 
a MySql-database or an Access database at a location other than the application directory. 
 
If you want to upgrade your Access database to a MySql-database please send us the Access 
database file in zipped form and we will be happy to convert it for you. If you purchased the 
Professional version of DZ-Manager one such conversion will be done free of charge. 

Upgrading an existing database 
DZ-Manager supports two versions when it comes to the database structure: 

• Version 7 – default until the end of 2013 

• Version 8 – introduced in 2014 
Most new features need version 8 so you might want to consider upgrading your database if you are 
still using version 7. The actual database version can be seen in the about dialog140. 
 
To upgrade your database use the corresponding menu141, but be sure to create a backup of your 
database first. 
 

 
  

                                                           
140 ? → About; Database version 
141 Edit → Maintenance → Database → Upgrade database 
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Create a new database 
DZ-Manager can create a new database with or without sample data if you want to start with a fresh 

database. 

1. Start DZ-Manager and open the database settings wizard by going to menu 
“Edit” → “Settings” → “Database settings”. 
 

2. Change to the “Create new database” view 
 

 
 

3. Fill out the needed information: 
Caption: a description of the database / data source 
Typ: the type of database – e.g. Access or MySql 
IP / FQDN: Access: the Path to the database 
 MySql: the IP of the database server 
Name: the name of the database 
User: only MySql: the username to use when connection 
Password: only MySql: the password for that user 
 

4. Select if you want to add some basic sample data to the new database or not 
➔ we advise to do so as that will help a lot; if you choose not to add sample data be sure to 
read the manual for what kind of data needs to be added before operation can begin 
 

5. Create the database. Depending on your PC this can take up to 10 minutes, especially if you are 
creating a MySql-database on a different PC 
 

6. After the database has been created you will be asked if you want to use that database from 
now on. 
If you choose “Yes”, DZ-Manager automatically restart and use the new database from now on. 
If you choose “No”, DZ-Manager will continue using the database used before, but you can find 
a new database profile on the tab “Misc” → “Database”.  
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Configure DZ-Manager to use a different existing database 
You can configure DZ-Manager to use databases at a location different from the default one. This is 
done by adding a new database profile. 
 
1. Start DZ-Manager and open the database settings wizard by going to menu 

“Edit” → “Settings” → “Database settings”. 
 

2. Create a new database source by clicking the new-button. 
 

 
 

3. Fill out the needed information: 
Caption: a description of the database / data source 
Typ: the type of database – e.g. Access or MySql 
IP / FQDN: Access: the Path to the database 
 MySql: the IP of the database server 
Name: the name of the database 
User: only MySql: the username to use when connection 
Password: only MySql: the password for that user 
 

4. Save the database profile by clicking the save-button. 
 

5. Close the database settings wizard by clicking “Cancel” 
 

6. Select your new database profile on the tab “Misc” → “Database” 
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Backup script 
DZ-Manager comes with a PowerShell-Script142 that can be used to back up your database. Backup 
files will be placed in zipped form in a special folder143 on the local PC and – if configured –
additionally on a network drive on another PC. 

Preparation 

Install PowerShell version 3 
Since the script uses the DZ-Manager .NET-Library you will need at least PowerShell version 3 to 
make use of it. For operating systems older than Windows 8 you might need to install some updates 
first, most likely the „Windows Management Framework 3.0“144 – make sure to download the file 
matching your OS145. 
To check the version installed on your PC open a PowerShell146 and enter 

get-host 

The second line will tell you the installed version. 

Allow execution of script 
Also execution of local scripts must be allowed which is not the case by 
default. To see the actual configuration open a PowerShell and enter 

Get-ExecutionPolicy -list 

The line “LocalMaschine” must state “Unrestricted”: 

 
 
If that is not the case enter the following command to allow executing of script: 

Set-ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted 

Install mysqldump (only MySql) 
The MySql command line tool “mysqldump.exe” 147 is used internally to create the backup for MySql 
databases. Therefore this tool needs to be available on your PC148 and either live in the same 
directory as the script or its home directory must be part of the PATH variable. 
Also please be aware that the script has no way of recognizing if mysqldump.exe succeeded. It is 
therefore a good idea to do a test-restore of the database dump on another system from time to 
time to check its consistency. 
  

                                                           
142 [App-Dir]\backup\scripts\dzm_database_backup.ps1 
143 [App-Dir]\backup\backupfiles\ 
144 http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=34595  
145 For Windows 7 64-Bit: Windows6.1-KB2506143-x64.msu 
146 Windows-Key + R → powershell → Enter 
147 To backup an Access database, no 3rd party tools are needed 
148 It is installed with the MySql server 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=34595
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Configuration of the script 
You can find the script in a subfolder of your DZ-Manager installation149. It can be adjusted with every 
text editor like notepad. However the most convenient way is to use PowerShell ISE150 which is 
available after installation of the above mentioned Windows Management Framework. 
Within the script you need to adjust the credentials to your MySql database 

# use a MySql database 
$sPathOrIp = "localhost" 
$sUser  = "MyUser" 
$sPassword = "MyPassword" 
$sDbName = "dzm_db" 
$dtDriverType = 2 # 1 = Access, 2 = MySql 

or the location of your Access database 
# use an Access database 
$sPathOrIp = "C:\PathToDatabase\" 
$sUser = "" 
$sPassword = "" 
$sDbName = "dz_manager.mdb" 
$dtDriverType = 1 # 1 = Access, 2 = MySql 

depending on the kind of database to backup. 
 
To also copy the backup file to a network folder on another PC, configure the following lines as well: 

$network_backupstorefolder = "\\Other-PC\MyShare\SomeFolder" 
$network_username = "MyUser" 
$network_password = "MyPassword"  

Manual backup 
After the script has been configured simply right-click it and select “Run with PowerShell”. After a 
couple of seconds you will find a new zip file in the backup folder151. 
  

                                                           
149 [App-Dir]\backup\scripts\dzm_database_backup.ps1 
150 Right-click the script and select “Edit” 
151 [App-Dir]\backup\backupfiles\ 
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Automatic backup 
To run the script automatically you can use Windows “Scheduled tasks” which come with every 
modern Windows operating system. 

1. Open the control panel and search for “schedule” in the textbox at the top right corner. Click 
“Schedule tasks” in the list to open the program. 

2. Right-click “Task Scheduler Library” in the tree on the left side and select “Create task”152. 
3. Tab “General” 

• Enter a name 

• Select “Run whether user is logged on or not” 

 
4. Tab “Trigger” 

• Daily at 02:00:00 AM, Recur every 1 days 

 
5. Tab “Actions” 

• Action “Start a program” 

• Program/Script: 
%SystemRoot%\system32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\powershell.exe 

• Add arguments: 
"-file" "C:\Program Files (x86).comp\DZ-
Manager\backup\scripts\dzm_database_backup.ps1" 

  

                                                           
152 Do NOT use “Create Basic Task” 
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6. No changes need to be done on the remaining tabs 

 
 

 
 

7. Click “OK” and enter username and password that shall be used to run the script 

 
 
The backup files will be placed in the same directory as if the script was executed by hand, see above. 
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Restore a backup 

Description 
The backup files can be found in a subfolder of your DZ-Manager installation153 in zipped form. The 
files are named by date and database name, e.g. 

2013.07.08_02.00.05__dzm_MyDatabase.sql.zip 
Also a copy of the latest backup will be saved with the name “latest_” and the database name, e.g. 

latest_dzm_MyDatabase.sql.zip 

Restore 
Watch out! The following procedure will overwrite your existing database without warning. A 
restore of the overwritten data is NOT possible. 
 
To restore such a backup you need to follow these steps: 

1. Unzip the contained file so that the .sql-file lives on your hard drive 
 

2. Open a DOS-Box respectively a shell154 
 

3. Start the restore using the program mysql, e.g. 
mysql -u MyUser -p -D dzm_MyDatabase < C:\temp\2013.07.08_02.00.05__dzm_MyDatabase.sql 
 

4. Enter the password of the MySql-user and press enter 
 
After a couple of seconds you will be informed that the restore has been completed. 
  

                                                           
153 [App-Dir]\backup\backupfiles\ 
154 Windows-Key +R → cmd.exe → OK 
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Syncing two databases 
Using the DZ-Manager Syncing-Tools or –Service, data between different databases can be synced. 
Databases can either be 

• Two DZ-Manager databases 

• A DZ-Manager database and a Intuit QuickBooks database 
 
Syncing of DZ-Manager databases can be done in all ways supported by the DZ-Manager application. 
In the most common use case “DZ-Cloud-Services” this will be between a 

• DZ-Manager - Webservice  -  the cloud database 
and 

• Access or MySql  -  the local database 
However all combinations between the different database types are possible. 
 
The following sketch illustrates a DZ-Cloud-Services setup. 
 

net&rights GmbH data centerCustomer’s drop zone

Secure database connection

DZ-Cloud-Services

https://www.dz-cloud.com/[4-digit customer no]

Services: - Hosting the Cloud-Database

- Hosting the DzM-Online-Tools

Remark: - Customer’s normal website displays 

   booking module in an iframe

DzM-Database-Server

OS: Any actual Windows (Server or Wks)

Function: - Hosting local database

- Running the Sync-Tool / -Service

- DZ-Manager via RemoteDesktop

Staff’s-PC

OS: Any actual Windows

Connect: Local database 

App: DZ-Manager

Some other location

Test-PC

OS: Any actual Windows

Connect: DZ-Cloud-Services 

App: DZ-Manager

Test-Tablet

OS: Any

Connect: DZ-Cloud-Services 

App: Web-Browser

 
 
For more information please visit our web-site or contact us. 
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XX. Run two instances of DZ-Manager on one PC 
You can run DZ-Manager on the same PC more than once at the same time155. That can be useful to 

• use the admin interface for manifesting on one monitor 

• show the load-viewer on a second monitor 
 

 
 
For this to be archived a little “hands-on” work is required because you want to have a separate 
“installation” that can be configured separately. However the installer will not allow installing DZ-
Manager a second time without some issue. Therefore this is the suggested way: 
 
1. If you haven’t done so yet, install DZ-Manager for the first time on the PC using the installer. 

Then start and activate it using the registration information you received from us. 
 

2. Copy the application directory created by the installer so you will end up with two complete 
directories, e.g. 
C:\Program files.comp\DZ-Manager\ 
and 
C:\Program files.comp\DZ-Manager.Load-Viewer\ 
 

3. Start the new DZ-Manager instance from the copied directory and activate it using the 
registration information you received from us. 
 

4. Now configure the second instance to use the same database as the first instance 
 

5. Last but not least configure both DZ-Manager instances as you see fit, e.g. for the load-viewer 

• hide lifts156 with status “Wheels off” and higher 

• adjust characteristic coloring to make Tandems look different than Students 
 

6. Create two shortcuts on the desktop, each pointing to one of the DZ-Manager files157 in the two 
directories created before. 

  

                                                           
155 Please be aware of the fact that you need to be using the Professional version of DZ-Manager to do that as the 

free Personal version only allows one concurrent connection to a database at the same time. 
156 See Checkboxes on the Lifts-tab 
157 DZ-Manager.NET.exe 
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XXI. Activating, updating and switching DZ-Manger licenses 

Activating your DZ-Manger license for the first time (Online) 
When you start DZ-Manager for the first time after it has been installed, the software will ask for 
your registration information to activate your license. 
 

 
 
The easiest way is to copy all those information from your registration eMail, then use the button 
“Get from clipboard” in the activation dialog. However you can also enter the information by hand 
and press “Verify input”. 
For the activation process DZ-Manager needs an internet connection. 

Activating your DZ-Manger license for the first time (Offline) 
If you do not have internet access with the computer you are DZ-Manager installing on, you can 
request an offline registration file. Once you received the file158, select “Offline”, then locate the 
registration file and click “Verify input”. 
 

 
 
The registration file might be sent to you in zipped form. In that case you need to unpack the file 
before pointing DZ-Manager to it. 

                                                           
158 The registration file is called dz_manager.DzReg 
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Updating an existing license 
If you need to update your license because of an up- or downgrade, you can use the menu “Edit” → 
“Maintenance” → “License” → “Search for updated license”159 to initiate an online search for your 
new license. 
 

 
Remark: if you need to update license for more than one installation of DZ-Manager you might need 
to do this one at a time. Therefore 

• Start the first DZ-Manager installation, e.g. the admin interface 

• Search for your updated license 

• Quit DZ-Manager 
Now 

• Start the next installation of DZ-Manager, e.g. your load-viewer 

• Search for your updated license 

• Quit DZ-Manager 
Continue doing this until all installations of DZ-Manager use the actual license. 
 
This way you prevent error messages regarding not enough licenses or not matching license 
information. 

XXII. Command line parameters 
DZ-Manager can be started with the following command line parameters: 

-sl:monitor start DZ-Manager in Monitor-Mode 
-sl:manifestboard start DZ-Manager in Kiosk-Mode 
-sl:manifester start DZ-Manager as Manifester 
-sl:admin start DZ-Manager as Administrator 
-pw:[password] application password to use 
-rp:[path]\[file].dzreg Location of registration file to use 
-rl:[link] Link containing registration info 
-ud Search for updates 
-dl:[address] Path, FQDN or IP of database (-server) 
-dn:[database] Name of database to use 
-dg:[guid] GUID of database to use 
-du:[user] Database username to use 
-dp:[password] Database password to use 
-h This info 

For example this can be used to  

• connect to different databases or 

• start in certain modes like the load-viewer / monitor 
by using different shortcuts to the same DZ-Manager application with different parameters.  

                                                           
159 On the Load-Viewer you will need to switch to the Admin-mode first; use Ctrl+A or the Security menu for 

that. Do not forget to switch back afterwards using Ctrl+M or the Security menu. 
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XXIII. Advanced bookkeeping (Double-entry bookkeeping) 
Double-entry bookkeeping (“Doppelte Buchführung” in German160) is a system of bookkeeping so 
named because every entry to an account requires a corresponding and opposite entry to a different 
account. For instance, recording earnings of $100 would require making two entries: a debit entry of 
$100 to an account called "Cash" and a credit entry to an account called "Income."161 
 
DZ-Manager can be configured to create double-entry bookkeeping entries in addition to its default 
accounting system. In that case up to two booking entries are created automatically in the 
background depending on 

• Pricing categories or 

• Payment sources 
being used during an accounting relevant action. 
 
Those entries can be reviewed in DZ-Manager using free reports162. However they can be imported 
and processed by 3rd party programs such as accounting software as well. 

Example 
The following screenshot shows two booking entries that are created when a jump is manifested in 
Germany: 

• 81% of the amount is owned by the dropzone 

• 19% goes to the government as VAT163 

 
 
Templates in this case are configured for the price of the jump and could look like this: 
 

 
  

                                                           
160 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buchf%C3%BChrung#Doppelte_Buchf.C3.BChrung_.E2.80.93_Grundlagen  
161 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-entry_bookkeeping_system  
162 Menu „DZ-Manager“ → „Reports“ → „Free Report“; Dropdownlist „Predefined / Sample sql clauses“ 
163 VAT: value added tax / Mehrwertsteuer 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buchf%C3%BChrung#Doppelte_Buchf.C3.BChrung_.E2.80.93_Grundlagen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-entry_bookkeeping_system
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Configuration 

Global settings 
Advanced bookkeeping must be enabled in the settings dialog164 to be available. 
 

 

Booking accounts 
For DZ-Manager to be able to write double-entry bookkeeping entries you must create at least two 
booking accounts. 
 

 

Reference templates 
Templates for bookkeeping entries are configured on the corresponding tab either of pricing 
categories or of payment sources. 
 

  

                                                           
164 Menu „Edit“ → „Settings“ → „Basic settings”; Tab “Global settings” → “Accounting” → “DZ-Manager” 
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XXIV. Statistics 
Although you can use reports in DZ-Manager to crunch your numbers afterwards sometimes 
statistics need to be created right away, mainly for two reasons: 

• 3rd party programs shall have immediate access to the statistics without the need to use the 
DZ-Manager .NET-Library 

• Generating reports must be done every time you want to see your numbers and that can be 
time consuming 

Statistics can be reviewed in DZ-Manager using free reports165 or can be imported and processed by 
3rd party programs. 

Configuration 

Global settings 
Statistics must be enabled in the settings dialog166 to be available. 
 

 

Statistic categories 
For DZ-Manager to be able to generate statistics you must create at least one Statistic category. 
 

 

Reference templates 
Templates for statistics are configured on the corresponding tab of pricing categories. 

  

                                                           
165 Menu „DZ-Manager“ → „Reports“ → „Free Report“; Dropdownlist „Predefined / Sample sql clauses“ 
166 Menu „Edit“ → „Settings“ → „Basic settings”; Tab “Global settings” → “Misc” 
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XXV. DZ-Manager Performance 

Overview 
DZ-Manager was written to run even on older PCs with less than 1 GB RAM and Windows XP. If 
configured the right way DZ-Manager performs very well even if managing a lot of skydivers / jumps 
on multiple big turbine aircrafts and with many PCs. 
However depending on various factors you might still experience performance issues. This section 
describes common causes for such issues and how to resolve them. 
If you still experience performance issues after following all advises of this section feel free to contact 
us. We will then try to find the cause and solve it together with you. 

DZ-Manager settings 
If you only experience performance issues when manifesting a lot of loads167 chances are that the 
problem is the tree. The tree is a Microsoft component that is known to perform poorly if it displays 
a lot of items on older PCs. Therefore the key is to reduce the number of items displayed in the tree: 
 

• switch on "Condensed tree" on the tab Misc -> Gui. 
Also deactivate “Flash if lift has status ‘Flightline-Call’” as well as “Lift caption -> Next status” 
 

 
 

• hide lifts that are landed on the tab Lifts: uncheck the two most right checkboxes 

 
  

                                                           
167 Normally more than 30 loads 
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• switch to live-mode on the tab Misc -> database 

 
Please be aware that this will cause DZ-Manager to "forget" loads that have been marked 
"Finished" after 1,5 hours. To see all lifts of the day you need to re-select the corresponding 
radio button below "Live". 

• hide giftcards that have been used / jumped (are marked green) on past days 

 
Note: giftcards manifested on the actual day will still be listed 

Kind of database 
DZ-Manager supports Access and MySql as database to store the data. Access is a file based 
Microsoft database with slow performance while MySql is a free database server with excellent 
performance. You still might experience performance issues with MySql or do not with Access but as 
a rule of thumb one can say that DZ-Manager is a lot faster if using MySql especially if using more 
than one PC at the same time. 
However both kinds of databases will benefit from the following actions: 

• Turn off programs that use the hard disk a lot. This could be programs to edit or play videos, 
defrag your hard drive etc. 
 

• Make sure you have enough RAM in your PC. Your operating system should never use the hard 
drive for paging as that slows it down a lot 
 

• Make sure that at least 15% of your hard drive is still free 

Antivirus programs 
Some antivirus programs scan all files as soon as they are accessed. During the scan the file is blocked 
and cannot be used by other programs. This can cause slow response or lags if the antivirus program 
performs poorly and / or the files to scan are huge168. Therefore if you experience performance issue 
you might want to try configuring your antivirus program to ignore 

• all files in the DZ-Manager application directory169 

• in case of Access: the database file itself 

• in case of MySql: the database server directory 
All files belonging to DZ-Manager are scanned for viruses before they are released and are digitally 
signed to make sure they are not altered after they left our computers.  

                                                           
168 This can be the case with an Access database that can easly grow to over 50 MB after a couple of years of 

manifesting 
169 Normally C:\Program data.comp\DZ-Manager – you can find the application directory using the main menu 

“DZ-Manager” → Open Folder → Application folder 
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XXVI. DZ-Manager .NET-Library 
The DZ-Manager .NET-library offers an interface to access the data in your DZ-Manager database. It is 
used by the DZ-Manager application as well as the DZ-Manager Online-Tools, offering you the same 
full access to DZ-Manager from your own applications and scripts, no matter if run locally or remote. 
 
You can also use the DZ-Manager .NET-Library to access your data from a PowerShell, even on a 
remote PC. This way you can get a skydivers balance with 5 lines of code 
 
The DZ-Manager .NET-Library connects to the following data sources 

• MySql database 

• Access database 

• DZ-Manager Communication-Services (JSON) 

Some key facts 

Licensing 
• The usage of the DZ-Manager .NET-Library is governed by the DZ-Manager license agreement. In 

short: you can use it for the dropzone you registered DZ-Manager for. For other use cases please 
contact us for terms and conditions. 

• When accessing a database using the DZ-Manager .NET-Library a full license is needed and used. 
Therefore you can only use as many concurrent connections to a database as you have  
DZ-Manager licenses. There is no difference between starting the DZ-Manager application and 
using the DZ-Manager .NET-Library when it comes to usage of licenses. 

Usage 
• Data in a DZ-Manager database can be accessed using the class 

netandrights.com.Software.DZ_Manager.Library.clsFunctionsData 
• Databases can be of type 

o Access 
o MySql 
o DZ-Manager Web-Service (JSON) 

The type of database is set as parameter dtDriverType when initiating the clsFunctionsData 
class. 

• A valid DZ-Manager registration file170 must be present in the same directory as the  
DZ-Manager .NET-Library lives in. 

• Functions are named following this schema 
[abbreviation]_[full name]_[what to do] 

 
e.g. for skydivers 
sd_Skydiver_Get 
sd_Skydiver_Save 
 
or for lifts 
lf_Lift_Get 
lf_Lift_Save 

• Most functions have a parameter like 
Optional ByRef sError As String = "" 
If there were any errors executing the called function, this parameter will contain more 
information after calling the function; otherwise it will be empty. 

• While the DZ-Manager application does a lot of checks to prevent inconsistent data, the  
DZ-Manager .NET-Library does not. Therefore be cautious especially when writing data. Also do 

                                                           
170 You can find the registration file “dz_manager.DzReg” in the common data of every DZ-Manager 

application. Use the menu “DZ-Manager” → “Open folder” → “Common data folder” to find that folder. 
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extensive testing before using your own implementation in a productive 
environment. If you want us to double check your implementation feel free to contact us. 

Preliminary work 
1. Install DZ-Manager on the local PC 
2. Start and activate DZ-Manager 

How to use the DZ-Manager.NET-library  

With your own .NET application 

Create new project and reference the Dll 
1. Start Visual Studio 

For this example we use the free Visual Studio 2015 Community Edition 
 

2. Create a new .NET Framework 4 project using your favorite .NET language. 
For this example we use a Visual Basic Windows Forms Application 

 
 

3. Make sure you see the “Solution Explorer” on the right side. 
If you don’t, go to menu “View” → “Solution Explorer” 
 

4. Right-Click your project 
 

5. A context menu will open; select Add → Reference 
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6. Select “Browse” on the left side and point to the file 
DZ-Manager.NET-Library.dll 
which lives in the installation directory of DZ-Manager, then press “OK” 

 
 

7. The Solution Explorer will now list the DZ-Manager.NET-Library.dll under “References” 

 
 

8. If using Access as your database, make sure you configure your application to build for x86171 or 
install 64-bit drivers for MS Access 
 

9. Build your application172 
 

10. Copy the DZ-Manager registration file173 to your application directory 
→ this is not needed if you copy your app to the DZ-Manager application directory 

Use the Dll to access the DZ-Manager database 
1. Go to the code-view of your new application 

As we are using a Winforms application, just double-click automatically created Form1 
 

2. Import the namespace174 by writing the following line at the very top of the code file 
Imports netandrights.com.Software.DZ_Manager.Library 

 
3. Create and Initiate the data class variable, providing the database location175 

Dim fdDzManagerData As New clsFunctionsData( 
    sPathOrIp:="C:\Temp\", 
    sUser:="", 
    sPw:="", 
    sDbName:="dz_manager.mdb", 
    dtDriverType:=clsEnums.enDriverType.dtJet) 

 
4. Load a skydiver from the database by using his or her ID 

Dim sError As String = "" 
Dim sdSkydiver As clsSkydiver = fdDzManagerData.sd_Skydiver_Get( 
    lID:=1, 
    sError:=sError) 

 
5. Load related data of the skydiver from the database if needed, e.g. 

• pcPriceDefault 

• charCharacteristicDefault 

• colSkydiverCertifications 
                                                           
171 Windows does not come with 64-bit drivers for Access by default 
172 This will make sure that your build directory exists which is needed for the next step 
173 dz_manager.DzReg – the file can be found in the common data directory of DZ-Manager after activation 
174 “Using” in C# 
175 In case of a MySql-database or a DzM-Web-Service, you will need to provide credentials as well; DZ-

Manager Access databases do not support credentials, therefore you can leave those empty 
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Demo code 
 
Imports netandrights.com.Software.DZ_Manager.Library 
 
Public Class Form1 
 
    Private Sub Form1_Load(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
 
        Dim fdDzManagerData As New clsFunctionsData( 
            sPathOrIp:="C:\Temp\", 
            sUser:="", 
            sPw:="", 
            sDbName:="dz_manager.mdb", 
            dtDriverType:=clsEnums.enDriverType.dtJet) 
 
        Dim sError As String = "" 
        Dim sdSkydiver As clsSkydiver = fdDzManagerData.sd_Skydiver_Get( 
            lID:=1, 
            sError:=sError) 
 
        sdSkydiver.pcPriceDefault = fdDzManagerData.pc_PricingCategory_Get( 
            lID:=sdSkydiver.lID_PriceDefault, 
            sError:=sError) 
 
        sdSkydiver.charCharacteristicDefault = fdDzManagerData.char_Characteristic_Get( 
            lID:=sdSkydiver.lID_CharacteristicDefault, 
            sError:=sError) 
 
        sdSkydiver.colSkydiverCertifications = fdDzManagerData.sdcert_SkydiverCertifications_Get( 
            lID_Skydiver:=sdSkydiver.lID, 
            sError:=sError) 
 
        For Each sdCert As clsSkydiverCertification In sdSkydiver.colSkydiverCertifications 
            sdCert.certCertification = fdDzManagerData.cert_Certification_Get( 
                lID:=sdCert.lID_Certification, 
                sError:=sError) 
 
            sdCert.sdSkydiver = sdSkydiver 
        Next 
 
        Stop 
        End 
 
    End Sub 
 
End Class 

With your own PowerShell script 
You can also use the PowerShell together with the DZ-Manager.NET-Library.dll to access a DZ-
Manager database. 

Demo code 
#This script was written for Microsoft Powershell v2 or higher (tested with v3) 
#It uses the DZ-Manager Dll to access data in a DZ-Manager database 
#Powershell v1 will not work because the DzM-Dll uses .NET4 and therefore cannot be called from ps 
v1 
 
#If this script cannot be executed due to local security settings, start a powershell as admin and 
check / set ExecutionPolicies: 
#Get-ExecutionPolicy -list 
#Set-ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted 
 
$PathNameDzmDll = "\\C:\Temp\DZ-Manager.NET-Library.dll" 
$ID_Skydiver = 1 
 
#use an Access database 
$sPathOrIp = "C:\Temp\" 
$sUser = "" 
$sPw = "" 
$sDbName = "dz_manager.mdb" 
$dtDriverType = 1 
 
#use a MySql database 
#$sPathOrIp = "localhost" 
#$sUser = "MyUser" 
#$sPw = "MyPassword" 
#$sDbName = "dz_manager" 
#$dtDriverType = 2 
 
#use a DzM Web-Service 
#$sPathOrIp = "https://online-tools.dz-manager.com/Services/DzM_WebService.svc" 
#$sUser = "MyUser" 
#$sPw = "MyPassword" 
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#$sDbName = "NotNeededForWs" 
#$dtDriverType = 4 
 
if ($dtDriverType -eq 1 -and $env:Processor_Architecture -ne "x86") 
{ 
    #Windows only comes with Access drivers for 32-bit by default; 64-bit scripts cannot use Access 
in that case 
    #make sure that the 32-bit PowerShell is allowed to execute scripts as well, see comments at the 
top 
    write-warning 'Launching x86 PowerShell' 
    &"$env:windir\syswow64\windowspowershell\v1.0\powershell.exe" -noninteractive -noprofile -file 
$myinvocation.Mycommand.path -executionpolicy bypass 
    exit 
} 
 
 
[Reflection.Assembly]::LoadFrom($PathNameDzmDll) | Out-Null  
 
$fdDzManagerData = New-Object 
netandrights.com.Software.DZ_Manager.Library.clsFunctionsData($sPathOrIp,$sUser,$sPw,$sDbName,$dtDri
verType) 
$sdSkydiver = New-Object netandrights.com.Software.DZ_Manager.Library.clsSkydiver 
$sError = '' 
$sdSkydiver = $fdDzManagerData.sd_Skydiver_Get($ID_Skydiver,[ref] $sError) 
 
if ($sError.Length -gt 0) 
{ 
    Write-Host Error getting actual balance of skydiver: $sError 
} 
else 
{ 
    Write-Host Current balance of $sdSkydiver.sFirstname $sdSkydiver.sLastname is 
$sdSkydiver.curBalance  
} 
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XXVII. DZ-Manager Communication-Services 
The DZ-Manager product family includes a WCF-Service176 which offers two different access levels to 
the underlying database: 

• Administrator: full read and write access – the owner of the drop zone 

• User: restricted read and write access – a skydiver jumping at the drop zone 
This enables 3rd party programs and apps to interact with DZ-Manager in a secure and encrypted 
way. For example a logbook app can get all jumps from DZ-Manager, relieving the skydiver to enter 
them by hand at the end of the day. 
 
The DZ-Manager Communication-Services are available via http177. To wrap the data transported one 
of the following technics can be used: 

• SOAP178, described by WSDL179 

• XML180 

• JSON181 
 
Depending on the operating system and programing language, some ways might be harder to 
implement as others or have serious (dis-)advantages. 
Here are a few general points to consider: 

• Various programming environments can generate proxy classes using the WDSL-File that 
comes with the SOAP-Service, see below for some examples. This gives the programmer the 
comfort and safety of strongly typed programing. 
The downside of using SOAP is a higher data usage because the soap envelopes cause a huge 
overhead. Therefore SOAP is only of limited use for mobile platforms. 

• JSON is very economical when it comes to data usage – in average the same function call 
executed via SOAP needs 9x the data of such a call executed via JSON. 
The downside of JSON is that you probably need to (de)serialize all requests / response 
yourself182. However due to its minimum bandwidth usage JSON is the optimal technic when 
calling from a mobile platform. 

• XML is very similar to JSON, but uses some more bandwidth. On some platforms it is easier to 
(de)serialize requests / response as with JSON. 

 
The DZ-Manager .NET-Library uses Communication-Services via JSON if “Web-Service” is selected as 
data source. 
 
For more information please visit our web-site or contact us. 

  

                                                           
176 WCF= Windows Communication Foundation: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Communication_Foundation  
177 Both http and https 
178 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOAP  
179 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Services_Description_Language  
180 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML  
181 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON  
182 If using Visual Studio an interface definition can be used with a WebChannelFactory to get similar results as 

if using a Service reference with SOAP 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_Communication_Foundation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOAP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Services_Description_Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON
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XXVIII. DZ-Manager Online-Tools 
DZ-Manager Online-Tools is the name of our web-based application183 that is accessible via the web. 
 

 
 

 
 
The Online-Tools come with DZ-Manager Professional for free. Customers of DZ-Manager Personal 
can use a hosted version or purchase them separately. 
 
Included is a booking-module, a load-viewer, the ability for skydivers to manage their account, a job-
management-module and a web-service. You can view and play with our demo at https://online-
tools.dz-manager.com/, feel free to create an account or book a jump. 
 

                                                           
183 ASP.NET 4.0 

https://online-tools.dz-manager.com/
https://online-tools.dz-manager.com/
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The DZ-Manager Online-Tools can either be used as a stand-alone web 
application or can be embedded in your existing web page. The embedded version perfectly fits into 
any existing webpage; therefore customers will not need to leave the drop zone’s webpage for 
booking. 
 
And certainly all parts / modules like 

• Booking 

• Load-List 

• Account management 

• Staff jobs management 

• Web-Service 
can be enabled / disabled and configured individually. 

Special mode for mobile devices / Smartphone-App 
In times were there is an app on your smartphone for nearly everything we sometimes get asked 
“Where is your DZ-Manager app”. Well, to be able to support all mobile platforms instead of only 
iPhone and / or Android we chose to implement a decent web-based application that can be used 
from your smartphone like an app. It is part of the Online-Tools, can be used from every device 
without installing anything and comes without fees. 
 

   
 
The Online-Tools will detect the device used to view them when the first page is opened and will 
switch to the corresponding mode. In any case you can still switch between modes in the section 
“This website for / Website modes” at the bottom of the menu manually. 
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Installation 
Installation is described in a different document that comes with the Online-Tools installation files. If 
you own a license of the DZ-Manager Online-Tools you can always download all needed files from 
our web-site184 after you logged in. 

Embedding the Online-Tools into an existing homepage 
Even if the DZ-Manager Online-Tools can be used as a standalone web application it might be nicer to 
embed the booking tool into an existing webpage. 
 
The left screenshot shows how one customer 
has embedded the Online-Tools into his own 
homepage without breach of style. 

The right screenshot has the Online-Tools 
marked with a blue rectangle to demonstrate 
where the customer’s homepage ends. 

 

   
 
The technic to embed one webpage into another one is called iFrames. To embed our demo  
DZ-Manager Online-Tools into another webpage you could use HTML-code like the following: 
 

<iframe height="900" src="http://online-tools.dz-
manager.com/Pages/Bookappointment_02.aspx?HideMenu=1&DoingWhat=1" style="border: 0px 
currentColor; border-image: none; width: 100%; background-color: transparent;"></iframe> 

  

                                                           
184 https://www.dz-manager.com/Pages/Account_OnlineTools.aspx  

https://www.dz-manager.com/Pages/Account_OnlineTools.aspx
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DzM Online-Tools redirector / let skydivers access your dropzone 
from anywhere 
The DzM Online-Tools redirector service operated by net&rights GmbH forwards all incoming web-
traffic for your personal DZ-Manager Online-Tools to a private PC, Server or router at your dropzone. 
For this purpose you will get a personal dz-cloud.com address like 
my-address.dz-cloud.com 
 

HttpVPN

Staff‘s PC or Server

OS: Windows XP / Server 2003 or higher

Function: - Dialing into the VPN

- Hosting the DzM Online-Tools

- Manifesting / managing skydivers

- working as usual

DZ-Cloud data center

Dropzone Jumper’s equipment

DZ-Cloud VPN-Server

Function: - Dial-in Endpoint for one PC / Server at the dropzone

- Forwarding all incoming web-requests to PC / Server at the dropzone

Why: - Dropzones with dynamic IP at the dz want to make the

  DzM Online-Tools available to their jumpers / customers

- No need to operate a dedicated server on the internet

Remark: - free for DzM Online-Tools only usage

- Dropzone is reachable via custom specific Dz-cloud-FQDN, e.g.

  my-dropzone.dz-cloud.com

Jumper‘s PC, Mac or Phone

OS: Any with web browser

Function: - Book Tandem / course

- View load-list

- Manage skydiver’s account

via DzM-Online-Tools

 
 
To apply for a free DzM Online-Tools redirector, go to section “My Cloud” in your account  
on the DZ-Manager Homepage  
 
Also check the DZ-Cloud.com Website for more information as well as a list of dropzones using our 
service not only for their members but for the whole internet. 

Reports for skydivers 
Skydivers can now review jumps, account movements or any other reports the dropzone chooses to 
make available to them. 

 

https://www.dz-manager.com/Pages/Account_DzCloud.aspx
http://www.dz-cloud.com/
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Sending confirmation & reminders via eMail (Multi-language) 

Overview 
The DZ-Manager Online-Tools can send confirmation- and reminder-mails automatically for booked 
appointments as well as account recharge confirmations and new passwords. Those mails can be 
sent to two different kinds of people: 

• the booking person: mails to the booking person can only be “booking confirmations” and 
contain a list of all persons jumps were booked for. 

• the jumper(s): mails to jumpers can be of kind “booking confirmations”, “jump reminder”, 
“account recharge confirmation” and “new password”. For appointment related mails the mail 
only names the jumper, but not the other participants. 

 
Sending mails can be done in two ways: 

• Directly when the booking takes place. The mail(s) will be send when the user clicks “Process 
booking” on the confirmation page of the web-based booking process. 

• By the background service that also is responsible for also sending reminder eMails. This can 
take up to two minutes after the booking occurred. 

 
It is suggested to let the background service send all eMails for various reasons: 

• Sending confirmation-mails for in-app-bookings can only be done this way 

• Re-sending confirmation-mails – which can be initiated via the DZ-Manager application185 – can 
only be done this way 

 
• If an error occurs during sending, it will only be logged in the log-table if sent via background 

service186 

Configuration 
• The Online-Tools background service must be enabled and configured to send confirmation 

mails: 

 
 

                                                           
185 Right-click an appointment in DZ-Manager and select “Booking person” → “Booking confirmation sent” 
186 Errors will still be written to the log-file though 
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• Mail - / SMTP-Settings must be configured: 

 
 

• Booking confirmations must be enabled for the payer at least: 

 
 

• The DZ-Manager Online-Tools must be installed, configured and running 

eMail settings for certain providers 

gMail / Google-Mail 
Host: smtp.googlemail.com 
Port: 587 
 
User: [full gmail-email-address] 
 e.g. MyName@gmail.com 
Pw: [App password] 
 
Remark: A so called “App password”187 must be configure in the Google security menu188 which is 

then used in DZ-Manager. To be able to create an “App password” two factor 
authentication must be enabled. 

 Furthermore, you might need to login to your Google account from the server / PC where 
you are running the Online-Tools using a web browser before you can send eMails189. 

GMX 
Host: mail.gmx.net 
Port: 587 
 
User: [full gmx-email-address] 
 e.g. Myname@gmx.de 
Pw: [normal password] 
 
Remark: The setting “GMX Mail via POP3 & IMAP” must be enabled in Setting s→ E-Mail 

  

                                                           
187 https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/185833  
188 https://myaccount.google.com/security  
189 see here for more information 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/20906077/gmail-error-the-smtp-server-requires-a-secure-connection-or-the-

client-was-not  

https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/185833
https://myaccount.google.com/security
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/20906077/gmail-error-the-smtp-server-requires-a-secure-connection-or-the-client-was-not
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/20906077/gmail-error-the-smtp-server-requires-a-secure-connection-or-the-client-was-not
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Mail- and homepage templates 
Templates for the different kinds of eMails as well as the custom homepage of the Online-Tools can 
be configured with DZ-Manager on tab Master data → Web-Templates. 
 

 
 
Those templates are treated the same way as Export templates for skydivers / appointments, 
meaning they support the same placeholder / wildcards. 
 
The DZ-Manager Online-Tools will try to find a template matching the default language configured 
for the skydiver. 
 
Both the language of the skydiver as well as that of the template must be configured as IETF 
language tag, E.g. 
en  or 
de  or 
en-us  or 
de-de 
 
If the language is not set, the template will be used as fallback. 
 
To use a default template as a starting point for your own template, add a new template, then make 
DZ-Manager fill out the form with default values by selecting the button on the top right of the 
dialog. 
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Background service 
The Online-Tools background service can be used to do various tasks on a regular basis: 

• Send booking confirmation for booked appointment190 

• Send booking reminder for appointments due 

• Clean up the changes table 
 
The service can be enabled via the Basic settings dialog: 
 

 
 
To check the status of the Background service you can switch the Online-Tools into debug-mode191 
and then go to the About-page. You will see a tab called “BG-Service” which will display information 
about the services as well as provide the option to start and stop it. 
 

 
 
Due to the Online-Tools being an ASP.NET web application, implementing a background service was 
done using a little trick: 

• An item is created in the cache of the IIS site when the application starts192. 

• If this cache item expires after two minutes, a DoWork function is called which executes the 
functions configured to run. 

• After all work has been done, the cache item needs to be re-added to the site cache because 
it was removed automatically by IIS when it expired. 

                                                           
190 See the section “Sending confirmation & reminders via eMail” above for more information 
191 Basic settings: Online-Tools → Common 
192 Most of the time this will happen if the page is viewed for the first time after creation or server reboot 
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To re-add the cache item, the Online-Tools “view themselves” once, 
simulating a browser surfing to a page 

 
This last step might fail in very special circumstances however if the Online-Tools are not able to 
open the Url that was used in the first step. This can happen in the following scenario: 

• The Online-Tools were first viewed by a browser using an Url like this 
http://www.our-online-tools.com 
This Url is stored internally to be used for re-adding the cache item193 

• If your web-server cannot access itself using that Url, e.g. due to a wrong configured DNS 
server, re-adding the cache item will fail. 

 
To prevent that, either 

• Make sure that your web-server can access itself by the same Url your skydivers use when 
accessing the Online-Tools. This can be done by configuring your DNS-Server or adjusting 
your hosts-file 

• After starting the Online-Tools in IIS, open them on the Web-Server, using in internal Url, e.g. 
http://localhost 
This will store this Url internally for re-adding the cache-item and therefore allows 
“restarting” the service at the end of the DoWork function. However please be aware of the 
fact that IIS might recycle the worker-thread from time to time which can have the same 
effect as restarting the server. Therefore this should only be considered a temporary fix. 

 
  

                                                           
193 The above described about-page will display the Url to use for re-adding the cache item 
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Different database setups 
Because the DZ-Manager application at the dropzone as well as the  
DZ-Manager Online-Tools need to access a DZ-Manager database different setups are possible: 

Single database 
The easiest approach is to have one database that is used by the DZ-Manager application at the 
dropzone as well as the DZ-Manager Online-Tools. For performance reason this database should be 
hosted at the dropzone to avoid lags when manifesting. However this needs a decent and stable 
internet connection at the dropzone which can be a problem at remote locations. 
Advantages 
If choosing this approach, bookings made online can be seen in DZ-Manager immediately after the 
customer pressed the “Book now” button. Also skydivers can review their account and the load-list 
always in real-time. 
Disadvantages 
A decent internet connection at the dropzone is needed as well as a database server running 24/7. If 
the dropzones does not own a static IP-address furthermore a DynDNS-service is needed. 

Two separate databases 
Another approach is to use two different databases: one is hosted at the dropzone for the DZ-
Manager application to use, the other one is hosted on a web-server for the Online-Tools to use. 
Those databases are totally separated, meaning that no data is shred between them. 
Advantages 
No internet connection at the dropzone is needed and the database server at the dropzone can be 
shut down when there is no jumping. 
Disadvantages 
Staff gets informed about bookings by eMail and / or needs to use a second DZ-Manager installation 
to configure and review bookings. Also if the customer turns up at the dropzone he needs to be 
added to the local DZ-Manager database before he can be manifested. 

Two synced databases 
This approach is setup in a similar way as if having two separate databases: one database is hosted at 
the dropzone for the DZ-Manager application to use, the other one is hosted on a web-server for the 
Online-Tools to use. 
However the DZ-Manager Syncing-Tool or -Service is used to keep the two databases in sync. The 
syncing is normally initiated from the dropzone, pulling all changes from the web-server as well as 
pushing all changes from the dropzone. 
Advantages 
No fast internet connection at the dropzone is need and the database server at the dropzone can be 
shut down when there is no jumping. 
Disadvantages 
It might take a couple of minutes before changes from one database are available in the second one. 
Also depending on how busy your dropzone is significantly traffic can be caused by the syncing 
process. 
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XXIX. QuickBooks integration in DZ-Manager 

Overview 
QuickBooks is accounting software developed and marketed by Intuit and is widely spread in the 
USA. DZ-Manager is the leading manifesting and drop zone management software developed and 
marketed by net&rights GmbH. 
For users of both softwares suits to be able to synchronize DZ-Manager skydivers  QuickBooks 
customers a special interface was created in cooperation with Skydive Kentucky, USA, in 2013 and 
2014. 

Limitations / Warnings 
When syncing data from or to QuickBooks, please be aware of the fact that data at the destination is 
overwritten without warning. 
 
DZ-Manager can only synchronize data if QuickBooks is started on the same computer as DZ-
Manager. 
 
Also depending on your security settings in QuickBooks, you might need to start QuickBooks first and 
open your company file. 

Technics used for syncing 
QuickBooks supports different methods of syncing data. DZ-Manager can make use of two of them: 

• qbXML via COM 

• qbXML via WebConnector 

qbXML via COM 
This uses QBXMLRP2.dll, a COM-Object that comes with QuickBooks, to connect to QuickBooks and 
exchange data. In Intuit words: 

The qbXML Request Processor (the "engine" that receives requests, processes them, and sends 
'responses back to the application) is included in the QuickBooks runtime software. 

This is the default method and the only one supported by the DZ-Manager application. 

qbXML via WebConnector 
This uses the QuickBooks Web Connector, a program that is installed together with QuickBooks. Here 
is how it works in Intuit words: 

Basically, you build a SOAP server / Web Service which speaks a specific set of methods. The Web 
Connector then is installed on the machine running QuickBooks, and polls your web service asking 
“Hey, got anything for me to do?” Your web service can then respond with qbXML requests 
(examples of qbXML here: [QuickBooks qbXML Examples][1]) which tell the Web Connector “Add 
this customer: …” or “Send me invoices which match: …” or etc. etc. etc. The Web Connector then 
relays those requests to QuickBooks, QuickBooks processes them, and the response is relayed back 
to your web service. Your web service might then process the response somehow, and then send 
the next request over to the Web Connector. This can continue in a loop for as long as you like, 
continuing to send requests to QuickBooks and receiving the responses. 

Because the DZ-Manager component hast to start a web service, the user starting syncing needs to 
run the application as administrator or needs to be allowed to start a http listening server194. 
This method is only supported by automatic syncing, but not by the DZ-Manager application. 

Automatic syncing 
Automatic syncing of data between DZ-Manager and QuickBooks using a specialized syncing tool is 
possible since 2014. If you are interested contact us for terms and conditions. 

  

                                                           
194 Start cmd.exe as administrator, type “netsh”, then type “http” and finally type 

add urlacl url=http://+:12345/ user=DOMAIN\MyUser  (all without quotes) 
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Places to synchronize data 
Even if you can automatically synchronization your data using a server, the fasted and easiest way is 
to manually sync your skydivers and customers. This can be done at different places in DZ-Manager. 

Skydiver’s context menu 

 

Appointment’s context menu 

 

Maintenance menu 

 

Skydiver’s edit form 
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Functions 

Update DZ-Manager from QuickBooks 
This function updates an existing skydiver in DZ-Manager with data from a QuickBooks customer. 
This function can be found at the 

• Skydiver’s context menu 

• Appointment’s context menu 

• Skydiver’s edit form 

Update QuickBooks from DZ-Manager 
This function updates an existing QuickBooks customer with data from a DZ-Manager skydiver. 
This function can be found at the 

• Skydiver’s context menu 

• Appointment’s context menu 

• Skydiver’s edit form 

New QuickBooks customer from this skydiver 
This function creates a new customer in QuickBooks, using the data of the selected DZ-Manager 
skydiver. 
This function can be found at the 

• Skydiver’s context menu 

• Appointment’s context menu 

• Skydiver’s edit form 

New Skydiver from QuickBooks customer 
This function creates a new skydiver in DZ-Manager, using data of a QuickBooks customer that is 
selected during the process. 
This function can be found at the 

• Skydiver’s context menu 

• Maintenance menu 

Link to Customer in QuickBooks 
Prior to updating skydiver and customer data, both entities must be linked in DZ-Manager. When 
creating new entities, linking is done automatically. In case you try to update an entity that is not yet 
linked, you will be offered to link them first. 
This function can also be used to remove a link between two entities. 
This function can be found at the 

• Skydiver’s context menu 

• Appointment’s context menu 

• Skydiver’s edit form 

Test connection 
This function tests the connection to your QuickBooks application and returns a detailed error 
description if connecting to QuickBooks failed. 
This function can be found at the 

• Maintenance menu 
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Suggested workflows 
There are two possible scenarios at Skydive Kentucky: 

a) QuickBooks first: People are added to QuickBooks as customers by the staff of the drop zone 
manually. This is true for most fun-jumpers and people walking in at the drop zone. 
In a second step those people are synced with DZ-Manager using the function “New Skydiver 
from QuickBooks customer” 

b) DZ-Manager first: People enter themselves into DZ-Manager by 
o Booking a jump online using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools 
o Adding themselves as jumpers using the DZ-Manager Online-Tools 

Also people might book a jump on the phone and the staff enters them as appointments in 
DZ-Manager first. 
In a second step those people are synced with QuickBooks using the function “New 
QuickBooks customer from this skydiver” 

a) QuickBooks first 
1. Add the person to QuickBooks as customer. 

 
2. In DZ-Manager start the function “New Skydiver from QuickBooks customer” from the skydiver’s 

context menu or the maintenance menu. 
 

3. You will now be asked to 
search for the customer in 
QuickBooks. Enter its full last 
name, then select him and 
press OK. 
 
It will take a couple of seconds 
to save the data in DZ-
Manager, so please be 
patient. 
 
 

4. Depending on your settings 
you will now be offered to 
create a waiver and / or a 
DzM-Chipcard. 
 

5. At the end you will see a confirmation that the new 
skydiver was added to the DZ-Manager database. 
 

b) DZ-Manager first 
1. The person either entered themselves online or was added to DZ-Manager during a booking by 

the staff 
 

2. In DZ-Manager start the function “New QuickBooks customer from this skydiver” from the 
skydiver’s context menu, the appointment’s context menu or the skydiver’s edit form. 
 

3. After a couple of seconds you will see a confirmation 
that the new customer was added to QuickBooks. 
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Enabling QuickBooks integration 

DZ-Manager global settings 
For SalesRep and Payment methods to be correctly synced with QuickBooks, you need to configure 
them at 
Global settings → Accounting → QuickBooks 

 
1. Only payment methods: select the type in DZ-Manager from the drop down list 
2. Enter the name used in QuickBooks 

For payment methods you can use the button below the names textboxes to get the suggested 
names depending on the selected type 

3. Click the “Sync”-button on the right side to search for the ListID in QuickBooks that belong to the 
entered names. 

DZ-Manager local settings 
To enable the QuickBooks integration features you need to switch them on at 
Local settings → Misc.  → Behavior → Enable QuickBooks integration 
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QuickBooks security settings 

First time access warning 
The first time you try to sync data with QuickBooks you will get a security warning. Unless you grant 
access to the “net&rights oQuickBooks.NET-Library” DZ-Manager will not be able to sync data with 
QuickBooks. 

 

Adjusting settings later 
If you need to change the security settings in QuickBooks at a later point, you can find them in the 
menu Edit → Preferences. In the window that will open, select “Integrated Applications” in the left 
pane and scroll down in the list on the left until you see “net&rights oQuickBooks.NET-Library”. Click 
that entry and select “Properties” or “Remove” 
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XXX. New features / additions to DZ-Manager 
Even if DZ-Manager is a complete manifesting and drop zone management software with lots of 
features and functions, we keep working on our software and implement new features and functions 
all the time. 
But sometimes that just is not enough for your special needs. Therefore we offer implementation of 
new features on customer’s demand with three different pricing models: 

Free features 
The feature request is absolutely fabulous and all other customers really need it as well:  
we will add it for free and only will decide ourselves when. Also you will get a free beer for every 
suggestion that ends in a new feature. 

Community features 
The feature is really useful for other customers as well:  
we will add it for a reduced price which we estimate before you order it. Normally it is around 50% of 
what we normally would charge. Also sometimes two or more drop zones decide that they want to 
share costs, so they only pay 25% or less each. 
Community features come in two flavors: 

• Normally they are released to all customers once they are finish. 

• However sometimes participating dropzones choose to use 
the features exclusively for a period of maximum of two years 
to get an advantage in competition. 

The latter features can be seen and used in DZ-Manager in a 
demo-mode195 by dropzones who did not participate and will be 
marked by two leading stars. 
If you are not interested in those features they can be hidden using 
the Basic settings dialog196. 

Custom features 
If it is a custom feature only needed by you or you want to protect your knowledge / feature from 
competitors: we charge our normal rate197. In that case you will get an estimate of the cost upfront 
so you know how much you will be paying. 

Enterprise features 
Very few features are only available for a monthly fee. They can be hidden the same way as done for 
purchasable community features. 
 
A list of features that could be released  
for all customers is available  
at the tab "?" → "Special Community & 
Enterprise features".   
You will see if and how you can benefit from the 
feature too if you like it.  
 

  

                                                           
195 the feature can usually be used up to three times without a restart of DZ-Manager 
196 Local settings → Misc. → Appearance: “Hide features available for purchase” 
197 see our actual pricelist for more information: 

https://www.dz-manager.com/Pages/Costs.aspx  

https://www.dz-manager.com/Pages/Costs.aspx
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XXXI. DZ-Manager Hotkeys 

Overview 
If you can access an action in DZ-Manager via a Hotkey,  
it is printed beside the item in the menu.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some global Hotkeys can be found in the menu  

“Edit” → “Hotkeys”. 
    
 

 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
The most useful global hotkeys: 

• F2 Switch to the skydivers tab and place cursor in the textfield 
 → pressing F2 and start typing a name is the fastest way to find a skydiver 
 → pressing F2 and then F12 will open the dialog to add a new skydiver 

• CTRL+T “Manifest tandem” dialog 

• CTRL+S “Manifest student” dialog 

• CTRL+O “Book appointment” dialog 

• CTRL+R Open report window 
 

• CTRL+M Switch to the monitor-view / load-viewer 

• CTRL+B Switch to the manifest board / POS-Screen 

• CTRL+A Switch to the admin view / normal manifesting window 
 
If an item in the list is selected you can execute most of the  
context menu’s functions by pressing a hotkey. 
 
For Skydivers: 

• F5 Edit skydiver 

• F6 Open balance / account window 

• F7 Open report window 

• F8 Print  

• F11 List of actual group slots 

• F12 Add new skydiver 
 
The bold printed item is the default action and can be executed by  
double clicking the entry in the list. 
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Mouse pads 
To help remembering hotkeys we give away free mouse pads with the most important ones to all our 
customers. 
 

 
 
If you would like to have such a mouse pad write a short mail and we will send it to you as soon as 
possible. 
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Keyboards 
A lot of drop zones print this page and then glue the strip on the keyboard just above the F-Keys. This way you will never again forget a hotkey. 
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